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" VVilh Malice toward None, jwiih Charity for AH, and with Firmness in the Right."
Number 27

"Volume XVI.

Soldier's

0

The Editor received a long
letter this week from Albert
Branch, who is with Co. K 31st
Inf. in Siberia'. He has been
there much of the time since he
wrs inducted into the service
and while he is not crazy for
soldiering he - 3 getting much
out of it. We take the liberty to.
present some of the interesting
things from bis letter. He say- s"Maybe you think I wasnt
glad to get your letter. Yesterday was mail day and we were
some happy bunch, we had no
mad for three weeks. If it wasnt
for the' pretty Russian girls I
dont know how we would kill
the dejection of this camp life.
I have iust returned from out
on the line guarding a Passenger
train for 70 mils. out, It was a
fine trip only we were up all
night, but wa are used to that.
Siberia is a great country and
some things here are very nice
but dont get the idea that I
think it as good as the good old

Prof. 0. 0. Graham, of San
Saba, Texas has been employed
to conduct the Roy School for
the coming year.
,
He is á graduate of the-- ' South
Western State Normal of Marcus
Texas and has had several years
experience in high school work.
For the patt year, he has been
in government work at Yum?,
Arizona, As'defrom his school
ho also taKeti an active interest
in community affairs and alhele-tics- .

Report of Professor
R. S. Trumbull on Cream shipped
failed,
The Clayton Ball Team
from this mesa.
to appear for the ball game with

That "Line Up"

Institute
Resolutions

New Principal

Letter

The

by
Osborne assisted by Roy

Institute conducted

last Sunday.
While in Roy last week, Prof.R. S. Trumbull Agr, Agt. of the
Fremont
We think they were unable to El Paso and Southwestern Ry. looked up the cream business
his daughter Miss Blanche
Every get their "Line up", for they and gave us the following facts and figures regarding cream
Osborne closed Sunday.
expressed know if they came over with a shipments from this mesa.
one who attended
themselves as having-- gotten team composed of local men,, the
Increase
Percent
June, 1919
June, 1918
Roy Team would be sure to win,
some good out of it,
104
67.1
259 Gal.
Mosquero, 155 Gal.
the so thought it not wise to come,
submits
The Institute
191
45.1
614
423
Solano,
unless they could ' get a good
following resolutions.
1697
186.9
2605
908
Roy,
Where as: We the teachers in! "Line up
599
217.8
874
275
Mills,
attendance at the Second Mora Clayton as well as Springer
2591
147.
4352
1761
Total
County Teachers Institute in know that Roy has one of the
Tins is sbm'e showing and the dairy business has not even
at Roy, N. M. express best teams in this part of the
Ho comes to us most highly session
hinted
as yet. The combination of wheat and feed farming and
our appreciation in the following! state, composed of local men and
recommended and Roy certainly
they can not think of coming dairy and beef cattle is a- winner for any one who uses good
Resolutions.
is to be congratulated in secur1, Resolved: We heartily endorse over here, unless they have a (judgment and isnt afraid of work.
ing a man of education and who
our Instructors and their educa- team of professional ball players
has a vision of what true educational way of handling the sub- for they sure would get theirs.
Institute Reception
tion means to the rising genera- We believe that any town that
jects, also extend a voto of
tlon
thanks for their intense interest, has a ball team should use their
A reception in honor of Prof.
Reports reached Roy Saturday
a wounded they have taken in us during own men and not import players of a killing which occurred Fri- W. Fremont Osborne and daughNeo Trujello,
to play a town that has a team
soldier who recently returned the Institute and desire their re
county. ter, Conductor and Instructor in
of players who are not imported. day over in Union
turn another year,
from France, was married to
Salome Gallegos is said to have the Institute here and the teach2. Resolved: That we extend It is, not fair and should not be
Miss Serrina Cebado, of Cuba,
shot and killed a Mr. Cruz, re- ers who attended the institute,
our sincere thanks to the mem- - calltd a ball game but a one
N. M. last Tuesday.'
port has it that Cruz was a bad was planned by the ladies of Roy
hers of the School Board for the jSidejl. 'affair,
terrorized many persons and held Thursday evening at
W,e want Clayton to let us man and
F. E. Epps writes, asking us use of the Roy High ' School
'
and Gallegos' had the Red Cross and Odd Fellows
sheep,
His
U. S. A.
know when they get their "Line
to Peace River, Building.
to send his
and Gallegos halls.
together
gotten
trouble
We have had a little
game
Alberta, Canada, in future.. He 3. Resolved: That we express; up" so we might expect a
An impromptu program was
he
was threatenwhen
him
shot
coming
with the Bolsheviks since
adds that they are much pleased our appreciation to the Legis- with them.
held
in the lodge hall and very
ing
violence.
here but we will soon put the with
The Roy Base Pall Team will
country and that the lature for the provision made in
the
men
eats were served
delectable
both
as
anyway
Too
bad
Our
fear of God into them,
play 'Dawson Sunday. We want
climate is'much like that of N. M. regard to the raising of teacher.-who
in the Red
people
Cross
afterward
here
to
known
are
company has sure had our share
everybody to be there and root
salaries.
i .
i .i - .
o
A
rooms.
attendance
me
regret
iraueoy.
of guard duty. Last winter we
Paul Plank, who has been 4. Resolved:. We extend thanks for the team, it will encourage
testified to the interest the people
did stunts that will be hard to farming at Yankee, N. M. has to the Editor of the
them to give Dawson what they
Roy take in School matters
of
and
Sunday
night
A rain fell
forget, for instance I went on returned to his farm at Solano.
for his courtesy in deserve.
and
the teachers were made to
has interfered with the harvest
guard New Years night when
Mrs. Plank is ill at the '
giving us recognition thru uie
feel
that they were appreciated
near Rcy, The row crops neec
the weather was fine and came hospital in Roy."
columns of his paper.
well
as
as welcomed in Roy.
P. a rr.inpcia
ihuWd ed rain and it will help them
off duty in snow thigh deep,
5. Resolved: We appreciate the
Mrs.
Willcox was the
Nellie
considerable,
some climate, que" no?
The Ball Team will give a dance courtesy of the Wagon Mound of Uolstein and Jersey cattle and
leader in the move to offer the
will sell them to people who
We had 522 german prisoners at the hall Saturday night for
Institute in the kindly greetings
entertainment,
in
Roy
Satur
town
was
Evans
last
relieved
guard
Dairy
cow
to
but were
apprcciata ood
the benefit of the team.
sent us.
He
'They
bunch dav ercetinsr old friends.
looking
fine
week and sent into the interior
a
are
the
6. Resolved: We endorse
minus
from
France
has returned
which is better than Vladivostok
Andres Ebel is home again,
A report that there has been a "JS'ew Mexico Journal of Educa- OÍ COVV3.
some of the unnecessary fat
The grass and trees are green washout on the Santa Fe road tion" and advise all the teachers
which we brieve the army workand it looks mighty good.
seems to ba true. . One train we to read it.
has
Triplett
undertaken
Rev.
off of him. He is the sanv! o'.d
Yes Mr. O, I heard about "Bud" know of, has passed over the
Pablo Sisneros sent his son
"Believing that the greatest the job of stacking wheat after ed
Roy just the same.
getting married. Maybeso its a Southwestern road
to Roy Sunday to work in
over
thing a teacher ever brin gs to a Elmer Neill's header.
good thing, he says it is but I
harvest. WTe have taken him
child is not subject matter, but
from
us
I
McNama
Miss
writes
have yet to learn about that.
put
Odd
will
on
Fellows
The
out and headed him into it.
the up lift which comes from
.Ve are asked. to change Bob, Wagon Mound that she has her
hope to come home, froiá Üurope the initiatory and First De&req,
heart contact 'of h great' perso- Gnmig's paper to BnrKburnett, pupils so far advanced that she
'
and have the trip around this next Wednesday night.
Mounted
A party of "four
nally". That the c'iikb life will
oil
the
have
He
complete
must
successfully
their
Texas.
can
little old "world to remember
to
All Odd Fellows are urged
days
town
in
several
Police
was
bo fashioned largely after the
fe.ver pretty bad to move to"' the courses in her Business College asking:
afterward.
be present. Lunch will be served teachers life.
peopie
many
of
questions
We recommend oil fields.
by Correspondence and she has jand finding out something Quien
Too bad they took the "Kick"
teachers look well to their daily
as
accepted a good position
II. A. Gray and wife, recently
out of all your fancy drinks. vWe
sabe.
lives.
is
at
Anderson
back
Ernest
.Wen.-seBookkeeper
Claude
the
for
Roy
depot, write Mrs.
have the Russian "Vodka" here of the
point
tlm
from
view
his position as clerk at the
Company at Wagon Mound.
that will make a brindle cow E. C. Laughlin that they have a
"Tuck" McGlamery came in
recommend to the yiew vhavmiXCy) where he work.
She wi.l return this fall and a week ago from the army and is
fine boy baby since last week.
think she's a ncehorse.
teachers of the state, the "Read-Lbefüre he enlisted,
give her pupils an intensive viwitinor fnpnd5 htrr nirnin
IfThere are lots of pretty Russian
ing Circle Book ""Moral Educa- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seidel
course and graduate them at that h improved him a lot to be in
gixis here, mostly blondes since
tion in the School and Home".
is the new sales- time. She has positions in view
their lingo comes to mo as wealth entertained a party of friends And extend our vote of thanks Mrs. DeFrees,
the service and we hope he will
Roy
lady
Trading
the
Co.
at
for those who finish the course. settle down an Vfcopie a perdoes, we cant seem to agree. at dinner Sunday in honor of to the
State Board of Education
while
She Will read the
Women do all thé work in this Frank's safe return from Europe for adopting
manent citizen of Roy .
this book.
As the Editor is out harvest - aDS"e"n(;
He has been away over two
country, it might not be a bad
Believing that the safty, mg, we will try to give you the
idea for me to marry one of them. years and the most logical reason happiness
Tern Strong, cream buyer fot
and prosperity of the best paper we can, but it will not
They are sure ready to marry he was held m the service while
and family are en- the Floersheim Co, is shipping
Elmer
Neill
people of the earth, depend upon be the kind he is use to getting
joying a visit from his "Kid an average of 12 100 lb. cans
Americans and its always "Leap other men rot half as useful!
of
were retured socner is that the the establishment of a psrmanenl 0ut, as we havent the time and Brother" who arrived last week
Year" with Siberian girls.
daily
cream
to
the
Cream
lieatric
"World
Peace",
endorso
we
the:
we are not quite so interesting a .from
I am learning to take care of Army needed good men.
Wisconsin and is helping ery at Pueblo, besides some to a
"League
in its pre writer as he is. We think you
of
Nations"
Emma
is
pardonably
proud
myself. I do my own washing.
with the wheat harvest.
Texas creamery. It is i gocd
can. get alung without .much
and glad enough that ho is sent modified form.
Can get the "Chinks" to do it
business and pays him besides
7. Resolved: We express an r.bid- iic.vs until harvest is over.
Acacia Ledge, A. R & A. M,
but am a little particlar about heme again. Frank went out
being a great boom to cream
ing
appreciation
and gratitude to
"Cooties" so prefer to wash my to Jas. W. Johnson's Sunday
held a long session last Saturproducers.
our Soldiers for their noble,
The .Fetter building is
own clothes. Farmers here have evening and will drive his headday night.
All three degress
patriotic
service
in
fencing'
very rapidly with only were exempiifud in full besides
tt
a wooden plow and one ov two er during harvest.
Prof. W. Fremont Osborne and
our country and shall keep ii two men working and it is going
oxen or camels that is their outa mass of routine work and
,
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds, our eff- alive by our.work in the school. to add t) the appearance of the exams. It was 3 A. M. when daughter, Conductor and Instuc-orfit.
of the Institute at Roy, left
8. Resolved: We extend thanks! town.
I am writing this on my knee icient music teacher has secured
they left the hall for home.
Wagon Mound Monday.
for
to
Rev.
Wilson
for
his
instructive
for want of anything else to the belfry room at the school
Mere and more work is m
address
also,
to
Rev.
to
Miss
went
forj
Hearn
Tiille Branch,
write on. Dont know when we house and will use it as a music
prospect,
E. F. Henry and wife left
his highly efficient and instructive Dawson for a visit with her
will get out of here but still room in future.
Saturday for Raton and will go
address on Education.
sitter, Mrs. Anna Branch.
hoping.
Karl Guthinan and one of the on to Clayton where he has a lot
F. A. Sargent and
Bcnnie 9. Resolved: That wa extend to
Kind regards To you and Mrs.
Bradley boys came down from of work. He will return later
Branch
are
new
recruits
in the the people of Roy, our
Saturday on Karls new and finish Melville Floersheim
0, and all my "Amigos".'
Dawson
thanks
harvest fields.
Motor and side car. Its a fast and Dick Pendleton's houses in
Albert P.. Branch
for the kindness shown us by the
Chas. Dcpew had the mis-- f way
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Willcox reception given at the Red Crobs
lo travel and a fine trip for stucco.
to have two of his cows
are njoying a visit from their hall on the evening of July 10th. or' une
jboth. Karl' went to Toledo and
Mr. and Mrs. Chris
killed by the train Tuesday. The 'witnessed
Irving nephew Harry
the big 'Mill" and
N. Willcox, of
Mrs. T. E. Mitchell and daugh10. Resolved: That, on account accident happened at the cross-- '
President of the Irving Plumb, Denver.
like the reát was disappointed in ters returned Sunday from
ing and Heating Co. of Denver,
right of; not seeing much.
He is one of our noble young of death having entered our hg instead of en the
Mineral Wells, Texas where she
Mr. De- motored down Sur. day for a short
will
enable
which
uay
ranks
and
away
taken
one
of
our
men, who served his country as
taking treatment for Rheuwas
visit, with her brother Edward
pew to recover damages.
A party of Soldier boys arrived matism and the little girl was
a member of the Hospital Corps tellow workers.
'
Murray and family who live on in
Don Francisco M. Baca, who,
last week they aro Frank Seidel operated on for Appendicitis.
France and germany.
Mr3Margaret Bursick left Lynn Sansbtiry
was an efficient teacher,
the Mitchell rasture. '
we!
and Ed Wenland Both are better and glad to be
Greenup, Ky. to visit her!
While here they called ón Mr.
strive to emulate his
A family reunion was held at
'
home again.
sister and also to attend to some
and Mrs. Kidd, Mr. and Mrs.
examole.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Brown,
the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
business matters.
Vernon, and Mr. and Mrs.
bookkeeper at the Roy Trading
Johnson last Sunday to celebrate 11. Resolved: That
J. W. Woodward and son,
Co. store, are blessed with afine "Buster" and family and his
Mrs".
Mitchell
L.
K.
the home coming of Ernest An- these resolutions bti spread upon
boy baby since last Thursday.
Miss Tillie Branch
two daughters arrived Saturday
derson and Ernest Leatherman the minutes, and a copy be sent
Murl Johnson, has been sick who have recently returned from to the
W. R. Triplett
E. R. Stolberg, who has been and went out to their old home.
also to
Miss Freda Guthman
the past week, diziiness and France. A sumptuous dinner the New Mex. Journal of Educareceiving treatment at the Plunn-le- e They have had enough of Ari'
other complications kept him in- was served, and a pleasant day tion. Committee on Resolutions
Secretary
hospital, is able to be out zona and will remain here in
doors several days.
Miss Lora Hanna
spent by those present.
'future.
again.
Mrs.- Frank Baiks, Chairman
W.
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COÜDENSATIOi!
OF FRESH

NEWS

IMPORTANT
Dlfr
LATEST
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

THE

STORY OF THE WEEK
OP
THE PROGRESS
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
FOREIGN LANDS.

SHOWING
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WESTERN
Oen. Lull Terrazas, reputed the
wealthiest citizen of Mexico until his
large holdings In land and cattle were
wept out of hli control by revolutions, has arrived in Los Angeles to
live.

Three children named Fuller, the
eldest of whom was 15, were burned
to death twenty-fivmiles east of
Chehalls, Wash. Their grandmother,
a Mrs. McClanahan, with whom they
were staying, also was badly burned.
While thousands laughed at Charlie
Chaplin's antics on the movie screen,
the king of mirth Is bitterly mourning
the death of his forst born son the
babe born to Chaplin and his wife, Mildred Harris Chaplin. Death came to
the child seventy-twhours after birth
at Los Angeles.
The Senate of the Texas Legislature
eliminated from the annual educational appropriation bill a provision which
would have prohibited the teaching of
the German language In the University
if Texas and reinstated an appropriation of 2,000 a year for a German Instructor. Similar action had
ly been taken by the lower house.
Representatives of twelve middle
Western states and the United States
Department of Agriculture opened a
conference at Ames, Iowa, to lay plans
for the extermination of barberry as a
means of preventing black stem rust,
which Is said to have caused great
damage to cereal crops throughout the
country.
Mayor James Rolph of San Francisco has appealed to President Wilson to
take some action to end the strike. of
telephone workers. The strike has
brought about a serious labor situation on the Pacific coast, the mayor's
telegram said, and unions other than
the telephone employés are about to
e

o

,

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

T0REIGN
Great Britain will demand that Admiral von Tirpltz, author of Germany's
submarine war, be brought to trial, according to reports in London.
Important decisions to reduce Uro
cost of living were reached at a conference at the war office between Premier Clemenceau, Minister pf FInanco
Klotz and other ministers, according
to an official announcement in Paris.
Notwithstanding strong opposition
by the government, a House of Commons committee adopted by a vote of
fifteen to twelve a clause In the alien
bill restricting
the employment ol
aliens in Great Britain.
Austria will be admitted to member
ship-Ithe league of nations as soon
as the allied and associated power!
consider that she possesses a responsible government with both the will
and the power to fulfill Its Interna
tlonal obligations.
The Prince of Wales will arrive In
Washington Oct 1. He will call or
President Wilson In the White Housi
that day. His visit so far as known,
will be formal, no private function!
being Included on a schedule mapped
out for him. The prince wltf go first
to Canada, arriving there Aug. 8.
The government Is called upon t
make a definite pledge to reduce th
cost of living or to resign, In a resolution passed by the national executive
committee of the Ibor party In London. The resolution declared the government had failed to prevent "merciless exploitation" of the public by
profiteers, "who are charged with taking ruthless advantage of the shortage In supplies and transports." '
The German National Assembly In
Weimar has adopted the tesoluti.u
ratifying the peace treaty by a vqto
of 208 to 115, according to advices received In Paris. The resolution reads :
"The peace treaty signed June 28,
1919, as well as the protocol, annexed
and special agreements on military occupation of the Rhlneland, are hereby
ratified. This law becomes effective
from the date of Its promulgation."
n

SPORT

'

Jack Britton, welterweight champion,
knocked out Al Doty of Canton In ths
second round of a scheduled twelve-rounbout at Connelsville, Pa.
Jack Dempsey will enter Into on Intensive campaign on the stage, according to a letter received by friends from
Jack Keorns, Dempsey's manager.
Declaring he Is through with boxing,
Willie Ritchie has wired Philadelphia
promoters, refusing an offer to box
Law Tendler, Quuker city lightweight
By coming in with a 76 for the second half of the qualifying round for
the championship fight Ralph Rider of
become Involved.
the Hyperion Field and Motor Club,
Seven persons are dead and four are Des Moines, captured the special prise
In a hospital at Dubuque, Iowa, seri- awarded the low medalist In the Iowa
ously Injured, the result of being state golf tournament at Cedar Rapids.
caught in flood waters during a terJack Kearns, Jack Dempsey's manrific storm. All the dead were drowned ager, announced he had received a caand the Injured were hurt by being blegram from Promoter Cochran in
washed against trees and other ob- Paris offering Dempsey $125,000 for a
jects during the storm. Property dam- fight with the winner of the Georges
age Is estimated at $100,000.
Carpentler-Joh- n
Beckett bout, scheduled to take place in England this
WASHINGTON
Trade relations with Germany will month.
be resumed at once, Acting Secretary GENERAL
pJ State Polk announced In WashingLieut. Col. Theodore Roosevelt ol
ton.
Oyster Bay has agreed to be a candiAnnouncement has been made that date for the Republican nomination for
Frank L. Polk, acting secretary of assemblyman from the second district
state In Washington, had been asked of Nassau county, It was announce; In
to go to Paris to take the place of Sec- Mineóla, L. I., by Edward J. Conlin,
retary of State Lansing, as head of the chairman of the Oyster Bay RepublicAmerican peace mission, If Mr. Polk's an town committee. This will be Colhealth would permit
onel Roosevelt's debut In politics.
In the absence of their statutory
The war savings committee anlimitations, war measures effective un- nounced In New York the operations
til the end of the war, will continue of unscrupulous traffickers in thrift
In operation until the exchange of ratand war savings stamps were being inifications of the treaty of peace be- vestigated with a view to prosecution.
tween this country and its enemies. The Investigation is being carried on
This interpretation of several much under instructions from the Treasury
disputed phrases was given by Attor- Department. The committee said that
ney General Palmer as the accepted many persons fail to realize that war
meaning of the termination of hostili- savings stamps can be redeemed at
any postoffice for their face value,
ties, and the one on which administration oficiáis would procede.
plus Interest.
Officers In the Finnish army have
Frank L. Rain, Nebraska, who was
been promised 6,000. marks each to de- installed grand exalted
ruler of the
sert to the Bolshevist forces, according Benevolent and Projective Order of
to dispatches quoting Swedish press Elks at the closing session of
the anreports received by the State Depart- nual convention nt Atlantic City, de
ment at Washington.
Bolshevist clured In an address that he pledged
proclamations smuggled across the Fin- the support of all Elks in the warfare
nish gulf also promised 20,000 marks on Bolshevism.
Other officers,, most
for each gun and 300 marks for each of whom were
ere also
Pfilr of shoes
'
A clemency board, consisting oi
President Wilson set foot on AmeriHear Admiral
Secretary Daniels,
can soil for the first time in fiv
George R. Clark, Judge advocate general, and Commander Frank B. Freyer, months at the port of embarkation,
Hoboken, N. J. Just before the George
assistant Judge advocate general, now
Washington was made fast, President
Is engaged In reviewing
sentences Imposed during the war, Wilson stood on the bridge of the
many punishments Involving prison steamer, which had brought him back
from the peace conference In Paris,
terms or fines being mitigated or set acknowledging
the cheers of thousands
islde by the reviewing board.
of persons, afloat and ashore.
IsAll certificates of indebtedness
Unqualified approval of the right ol
sued by the railroads, following the
to organize, the principle ol
workmen
in
appropriation
the
last
failure of the
Congress were called for redemption collective bargaining and an eight-hou- r
July 15. The total amount of certifi- working day, coupled with
recommendations as to changes In
cates Issued between March 4 and July
Canada's Industrial system, are Includ1 when the new appropriations became
ed In the majority report of the comArrangeavailable was $282,511,704.
ments have been made for redemption mission on Industrial relations which
of the certificates at all federal re- was presented to the House of Commons at Ottawa.
serve banks.
Denver was chosen as the next conResults of the railroad administration's safety campaign, declared by vention city for ttie International AsDirector General Hines to be "most sociation of Lions' Club In session at
satisfactory," were made public In sta- Chicago. The organization adopted
tistics showing that In the first three resolutions for an active campaign to
months of this year 569 fewer persons promote the cause of patriotic AmeriMere killed In accidents than In the canism as opposed to radical propasame period of 1918. The total num- ganda.
Two men were killed and two Inber of accidents decreased 9,700.
Payments by the war risk bureau to jured when the Allan liner Grampian,
soldiers and their dependents amount- Montreal for .Liverpool, collided with
In June, 862,822 an Iceberg off Cape Race. The steamed to $30,832,726
Payments this ship, with 750 passengers and a crew
checks being mailed.
fear have amounted to more than of 850, arrived at St. Johns, N. F., for
repairs.
$250,000.000.
d
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IS II0Í.1E SAFE

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

TAKE UP REGULAR TRIP8

MAY
-

TO AMERICA, IS THE
REPORT.

Wnurn

Nswepspsr Union Newt Service.
CANINO EVENTS.
Arliona Stat Pair Nov. S to I, 1811.

J

6,000

H. Q. Rowley,' president of the Great TRAVELS
MILES
Western Oil and Refining Company,
Roswell, N. M., has made arrangements for casing for the deep test well
ROUND TRIP MADE IN 183 HOURS
t Kenna, N. M.
TO UNITED STATE 8 AND
Luther Swanner of Flagstaff, Ariz.,
was awarded the diamond-studdeRETURN.
medal as the world's champion broncho
buster at the close of the Frontier days
celebration at Prescott Ariz. Great Western Newspaper Union Nsws Service.
crowds say four days of Wild West
Pulham, Norfolk, England, July 14.
sports, ranging from roping to outlaw
Great Britain's mammoth transatbroncho riding.
lantic air pioneer, the dirigible
Representatives of civic and busi- arrived at the air station here at 6:30
ness bodies and irrigation projects o'clock, Greenwich mean time, July 13,
throughout the state, backed by Gov- completing her round trip from the
ernor Campbell, have launched a move- .British Isles to the United States and
ment whose goal Is the
of return.
every irrigation and reclamation plan
The
poked her nose out of the
In Arizona and the conservation of all clouds northeast of the village and,
the water on the watersheds of the after circling the flying field three
times, gilded gently to the ground, and
state.
Mrs. W. H. Neel, a wealthy ranch ten minutes later was housed in the
and cattle owner, her son, Walter, and dirigible shed. The voyage from Long
William Burner of Greensburg, Pa., Island was without particular incident
who Is visiting them at their ranch, and was completed In approximately
twenty-fiv- e
hours.
miles north of Douglas, seventy-fiv- e
4
As the
approached the field,
Ariz., waded five and one-hahours
through a flood, due to a cloudburst she dropped from a height of 5,000
which engulfed the automobile in feet to 2,000 feet The 400 men who
were to aid the airship in landing
which they were riding.
land
The state
department of New were ordered to their positions and
Mexico announced a sale of 18,802 waited silently as the ship circled the
acres of state lands In Luna county, field, dropping lower and lower.
When MaJ. G. H. Scott her comfor Wednesday, Sept. 24. The saie
will be at public auction as usual and mander, had maneuvered the airship
will be held at the county court house Into position for the landing, the water
In Demlng.
The land carries In all ballast was released to steady her and
rope was thrown from the bow.
$25,000 In Improvements according to a
appraisers' valuations, Including fenc- The rope was grasped by eager hands
and the giant ship moved across the
ing, wells and farm buildings.
field to
With the appointment of Frank A. operation the shed where the delicate
of berthing her was comSinks, superintendent of construction
pleted quickly without accident
for the E. F. Sangulnnettl and F. L.
A military band, stationed on the
Ewlng power line to distribute electric
field, played "The Call of Duty" as
energy in the north and south Gila valthe airship began to settle, and then
leys, the Luma valley and on the
changed to the strains of "See, the
mesa, In Arizona, preparations are beConquering Hero Comes." As the ship
ing made to start construction work on was warped Into
the shed, the band
the line this month. Mr. Sinks Is chief played "Keep the Home
Fires Burnelectrician for the Imperial Irrigation ing."
present.
district at
"Regular airship service between
Although seven New Mexico cities Europe and America Is bound to
come,
have completed plans for paving dur- and soon," said Col. W. N. Hensley,
ing the present summer, Gallup has Jr., of the United States army
air servthe honor of being the first town to ice, as he climbed out of the car and
let a contract. The town council of shook hands with British officers.
Gajlup has let Its contract for 15,000
The members of the crew were
square yards of paving in the business eagerly surrounded by friends who
district. Las Vegas, Raton, Santa Fe, were waiting In the airdrome. George
Albuquerque,' Clovls and Las Cruce
Graham, the chief engineer, proudly
have paving specifications ready and carried his pet kitten, which was boru
are prepared to go ahead in the Imme- at East Fortune.
diate future.
"We were never out of touch with
There are over 300,000 Indians
the world, although we met a lot of
United States, the majority of fog," said Lieut R. D. Durrant the
them being located In the Western wireless officer. "It was hot in New
states, although some hundreds are York, cold in the middle Atlantic, and
found in each of the following states: you see what It Is here."
Maine,
New York, North Carolina,
Brig. Gen. E. M. Maitland, the repMississippi, Texas and Florida. Okla- resentative of the air ministry on the
homa has more Indians than any other
who kept the log of the voyage,
state, over 100,000, while Arizona ranks said:
second with 42,000. In all there are
"We were sent by the air ministry
217 tribes and hands, the distinction
to demonstrate that airships can do a
between the terms "tribe" and "band" long sea voyage, with the ultimate
being often loosely drawn.
view of their commercial use later.
David Urloste, the 15 months' old Airships undoubtedly will be used In
child of Felipe Urloste, an employ at the future over sea and over land.
the Santa Fé shops at Albuquerque, N. They will not conflict In any way with
M., died as the result of a fall from a the airplane or seaplane, but all will
chair. The little boy had climbed upon work together.
"Our reception in America was
the chair at the table, at lunch time,
and losing his balance, fell over back- extraordinary. The people there, Im
wards before anyone could reach him, pressed W'lth our voyage, fully realize
striking the back of his head a severe the commercial possibility of the big
blow. He cried out Immediately, but airship. It was a wonderful sight as
soon became unconscious. A physician we passed over the great electric signs
was summoned but the child died In a In New York. The members of the
convulsion within half an hour of the crew were disappointed because they
were not able to land at East Fortune,
accident.
State Game Warden Prochaska of where most of them have homes."
Arizona has declared an open season
A "Millionaire Stoker."
on elk for one week, beginning Nov. 23,
One hundred special permits will be
New York. A "millionaire stoker,"
Issued and will be awarded by lottery. with two years and five months naval
The warden states that no Klks lodge service to complete before his enlistor other organization will be favored ment runs out, arrived on- - the Impera-to- r
in the matter of penults, despite' the
In the person of E. L. Perkins of
fact that the state organization of Elks Eastland, Texas. Oil discovered on his
was Instrumental In obtaining the orig- farm, which his father is running for
inal herd from the Yellowstone Na- him, will give him an income of $1,000,-00tional Park.
a year, he was told in a message.
Tuxable valuations of the railroads Young Perkins enlisted in the navy,
in Arizona, as set by the State Tax was assigned to the transport service,
Commission are $100,132,208, as com- and later was sent. into the Imperator's
pared with the valuation last year of engine room for duty as a coal passer.
d
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This summer don't spend hours overa hot novel

it
delicate Corned Beef chilled
an entirely new idea of how easily
an appetizing summer meal can be prepared.
Get a package from your grocer today.
Serve Libby
will E've
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(Made In four sizes)
Operates with your 6 to 15 h. p. gasoline

engine or tmall tractor, costing you only
$240 t $700 accersUf t áxt tal artliatat '

87 YfARS' EXPERIENCE BACK Or THESE THRESHERS
Why wait weeks or months for the big Community Thresher? Invest your thresh
ing cost in one of these small machines and you axe independent Ask today
not
next year
for descriptive catalogue, prices, eta
Plow, your
Attach this Tractor to your Two-Wa- y
ordinary Sulky Plow, your Harrow, Grain Drill,
Cultivator, Mower, Hamster and other (arm tools.
Weight 1 ,700 Lis. Yts Ride n the Implement
Thia General Purpose Tractor la already a success.
Let ua send you an illustrated catalogue, with beau.
Uiul photographs oí actual field work.

'Ha

py

W. W. CRISWOLD
Denver, Colo. I,
173246 Blake St
Two blocks from Union Depot

I also handle Ensilsge Cutters. Stave

$950 DENVER

Silos, Irrigation Planta, Gasoline Engines, etc., etc

PUT PROFITS INTO DIAMONDS! NO NEED FOR THEM TO PART
Many Reasons Why Increased Demand
for Precious Stones Invariably
Follows Devastating War.

Young Man Willing to Sacrifice Hirrv
self to Soften Blow to Poor

The waste of war, by which many
suffer and few reap returns, Is always
accompanied by a Vemand for precious
stones.
This war has differed only
from other wars In that the demand
was greater. Profiteers In the allied
countries have bought for the purpose
of display. Profiteers in enemy countries want diamonds, because they supply the safest way of concealing newly acquired wealth.' As the diamond
Industry is the closest corporation In
the world, values are not likely to de
predate, unless all the profiteers want
to change their Investments at the
same time. At the. present moment
the price Is higher than It has ever
been.
The diamond dealer Is of all traders the least hampered by office restrictions. He frequently carries the
bulk of his stock In trade about with
him In his waistcoat pocket. The public street Is, as often as not, his only
In Haton gardens,
market place.
which Is the chief center of the diamond Industry In London, may frequently be seen lirt'e groups of two,
three, or more
men, peering Intently through little monocle
lenses at gems worth many thousands

The young man had asked him for
the hand of his daughter, and a pang"
wrung the fatherly heart of Mr. Jones
as he looked at the youth, and thought!
of the bitterness of parting with his

well-dresse- d

of dollars.

Father-ln-La-

child.,

d

"I suppose, Oliver," he said at test',
"It Is only natural and right that wheri
the young birds have become olí
enough to fly, they should leave their
parental nest and go with their chosen,
mates to build nests of their own, and
yet it pains me when I think of one
of,vmy fledglings getting ready to fly;
away."

1

nest,"
"This seems to be a good-sizesuggested the young man, anxious t
soften the blow; "perhaps you'd ratb
er have me and Gertie stay here."
d

His Doubt
"You mustn't grieve so," said

Call not that man wretched who,
The old porch hammock is making;
whatever Ills he suffers, has a child to last year's mistletoe look like an amalove. Southey.
teur these nights.
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You Hesitate to Give

3

Coffee to

Children

0

$98,390,403.

Thir.ty-flv- e

separate

rail-

way companies are represented, with
a large number of branch lines,
all
having a total mileage of 2,402.08 in
the state. The figures set by the tax
commission are subject to revision In
either direction by the State Board of
Equalization following the state tax
meeting ut Grand Cufion In July.
Maricopa county is shown to have 291.8
miles of railroads, valued at $11,155,-509.5Cochise county leuds all other
counties in the state with 426.6 miles,
Coconino is
valued at $17,521,854.
third with 243.3 miles at $8,936,945.
Carl R. Lee was struck by a bolt of
lightning near Clovls, N. M., and instantly killed. Mr. Lee lived on a farm
and during a heavy rain' storm drove
his team into the barn to get out of the
Lightning struck the building,
rain.
killing him and completely destroying
the building.
The CU y Council of Raton, N. M.,
formally ratified the. transfer of the
IJaton Electric Light and Power Company to the Raton Public Service Corporation and the new owners have taken charge. The purchase price was
$60,000.

Plans to Patrol Border.
Diego, Calif. The Mexican
border from the Pacific ocean to the
Gulf of Mexico will be patrolled from
dawn to dusk by military airplanes
traveling at an average height of 4,000
feet, It has been announced by Col.
Henry H. Arnold, aeronautical officer
of the Western department of the
army. The aerial patrol will begin as
soon as the squadronscan be organized. Aviators from Rockwell and
Ream fields near here will patrol the
border from Tía Juana to Yuma.
San

Advocates
Berlin. Count von Bernstorff, former German ambassador at Washington, writing In. the weekly German papolicy.
per, advocates a
"When Germany is received Into the
league," he says, "she can hope for a
world order checking Imperialism by
Individual powers and bringing about
a system binding peoples together
across the frontiers of states. I hardlj
need to point out that such a policy
would lead us to the side of the United
States.

the

sympathetic parson to the bereaved
man, "your poor wife will be happier
In the world to which she has gone1
than she ever was In this."
"That may be so, parson,," said thé
widower, "that may be all as you say,
but I don't see how It can be. WitH
me here where she can't find fault
with me every day I don't see how,
she can be entirely happy."

Then why give it to grown
folks? You can pleasantly
solve the question of a
table drink by giving all
the family

ni

pi

Csi sil

Boiled full 1 5 minutes- after
-

boiling begins, it tastes
much like superior coffee.
It's an economy.
t

At Grocers.
Two sizes, craally sold at 15c cud 25c

THF

GRAIN GROWERS
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THRASHING RINGS FOR EFFICIENT WORK
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Naughty World."
Beautiful Iris Flower That Old Color
ed Man Carried Led to Pretty In. .
cident Witnessed on Busy
City 8treet

He was quite old and very black.
His tired eyes were like those of a
"faithful dog who has had a long day
and sits quietly looking up at his mas
ter Just before lying down on his rug
for the night. A neat and clean old
black man was he, but not so prosper
ous as one would wish to be, perhaps,
In the evening of Ufe.
He was not
moving as rapidly as were most of the
3
people on the busy street, and from
time to time ho almost stopped his
slow, shuffling walk to enjoy looking
down at the lovely blue iris that he
carried tenderly In his wrinkled hand.
Any lover of flowers could see at a
Teamwork Helps at Thrashing Time.,
glance that the old man was likewise
more than one
(Prepared by the United States Depart- - for an outfit or in securing a thrash- a lover of flowers, and
busy passer-bturned to look at him
ment of Agriculture.)
ing crew. Certain men may be used
When D farmer pluns to thrash from to best advantage by assigning them and the beautiful bloom he carried.
The woman who finally stopped the
the field, engages a custom thrashing to one kind of work for the season.
crew to do the work on a certain day Unless the weather man prevents old man and spoke to him about his
and the oufflt does not appear until thrashing continues until all the jobs blue flower was kindly looking, elderA listener might have
three weeks after the specified time. Is are completed In the circle, and thus ly,
it any wonder that the countryman little extra work is required In shift- thought she talked Just a little In the
southern manner.
makes a few pointed remarks concerning wagon boxes or hay loaders. Usu"You have a lovely Iris there, uncle,"
ing custom thrashennen in general and ally the thrashing season Is greatly
she said. "Just the kind I always adthis one In particular?
shortened and this favors the timely
Unreliability of custom thrashers, completion of the subsequent fall mire every spring. And if you'd like
Jabor complications which often arise work, such as plowing, seeding, dis- to have some one have it who loves
when two outfits reach a neighborhood tributing manure, and "no on. The the flowers I'd be very glad to buy it
the same day, the expense of custom thrashing ring reduces the work of the from you."
"Ma'ah,' said he, taking off the old
thrashing, the careless and extrava- housewife, as there are less men to
hat that kept the white wool from
gant work of some hired machines, and feed durlug the harvest season.
blowing In the breeze, "ma'am, ef yo'
similar factors have caused grain
Practically all the thrashing rings all like Iris Ah sho wish to gib him to
growers in the corn belt to organize perform some
outside work as accomthrashing rings for the modation at the customary rates, or yo." Please to ax'cep' him fum me,
purchase, maintenance mid efficient to enlarge the ring in order to secure ma'am" and he held out the flower
for her to take.
operation of thrashing machinery.
all the necessary help.
"Oh no, uncle. I couldn't take it from
Benefits of the thrashing ring are
machinery
When a ring buys all the
shown In an Instance reported by the new separator, power, clover huller, you like that. I didn't mean you to
give it to me, Indeed I didn't; but it
United States deparfment of agriculand possibly a grain shelter or a si- was so lovely I just couldn't help askture. One large thrashing ring which lage cutter and
to
house
builds a shed
has been particularly successful and the Implements, the total capital under ing you to let me buy it. Thank you
Just the same, though," she said, pleas
which has met all expenses and paid prewar
prices required
usually antly and smilingly, and started to go
for Itself In four years Cut of the mon-- amounts to $3,000 or $4,000. When It
ordinarily paid by th members for is possible for the company to hire a down the street.
"Ma'am, ma'am," the old fellow call
custom thrashing Is the
good engine or some oilier part of tire ed
after her.. "Won't yo all wait Jes
Thrashing company of Livingston equipment, It may not be advisable to
one minute, please. Ah'll tell what I'd
county, Illinois, which Is composed of buy.
lak to do, ef yo' don' mln'. Dere's a
ten members who own 15 farms. The
Thrashing for the various members Salvation gal dar on de co'ner and Ah
partnership capital originally totaled of the ring Is performed on a business
didn't hab money 'nuf to gib her any.
$3,275, and the equipment Included a basis,
an average day's work being re
steam engine, a water gnrded as 2,000 bushels of unts, or Yo' all take de Iris flo' an' gib her de
money, won't yo' please, ma'am?"
cytank, a separator, with a
about 1,000 bushels of wheat or rye.
"Certainly," said the lady, "and I'm
linder, a corn shelter and a second- Record Is kept of the time put in by
will thank you for the
hand silage cutter, which has been re- each laborer and the costs of the work sure the girl
Uoou-Dy- ,
anu sne
money.
uncie
placed by a new one. The total thrash- are distributed among
the members
street
ing force usually employed In this on the basis' of the amount of grain took the flower and crossed the
bright-faceSalvation
ring for field work consists of ten men thrashed. Farmers Interested in the to where the
collecting stray dimes
with teams to haul bundles; five organization and promotion of thrash- Army girl stood
quarters from the
and
nickels
and
pitchers In the field; three men with ing rings may obtain copies of the pub.
And this Is what
teams to hnul the thrashed grain ; two lication describing them by writing to hurrying passers-bywhen the
men to help uuload the grain at the the United States department of agri- the old darky Saw happen
girl.
reached
woman
the
smiling
barn ; one man on the stack ; one man culture, Washington, D. C.
First of all he saw her. open her
to operate the stacker; one man to
purse and drop some of Its contents
clean up about the machinery; one
DEHORNING
NOT
PAINFUL
IS
Uito the tin pan the girl held ready
water boy; and three men with the
and waiting, and then he could see,
thrashing outfit. This Involves a force
as they both looked across the street
of 27 men. A ring of this size demands Shrinkage in Yield of Milk Following
him, that the lady was telling the
Very
Is
at
Operation
and
Temporary
succapable management to insure
Insignificant.
girl the source of the contribution
cess.
and the girl waved her hand and
On Smaller Scale.
(Prepared by the United 8tates Departat the old man. And then he
smiled
organized
ring,
A smaller thrashing
ment of Agriculture.)
saw the girl look at the flower as the
last year in Fayette county, Ohio, con
Inquiries are frequently received as
lady held it, and then the flower
sists of three landowners, whose part- to whether the operation of dehornchanged owners once more and was
$1,000,
of
nershlp capital consists
ing Is very painful, and whether It
quickly pinned on the lapel of the
which represents the cost of a small may not be classed as cruelty to aniblue coat the girl wore. The old man
separator, with a clover-seemals. Those who have an extensive
smiled, and shuffled along his way,
being
furnished
power
attachment, the
experience in dehorning appear to
way too,
by a 4
farm tractor. These farms agree that the pain Induced by the op- happily. The lady went her
and she looked happy. And the Sal
aggregate 400 acres of small grain, a eration has been greatly overestimatwearing the blue
little outside thrashing for hire being ed, as careful observation has shown vation lass, proudly
Conr-ant- .
done each year. Last year 2,800 bush- that shrinkage In the yield of milk as flower, was radiant Hartford
els of oats, 9,000 bushels of wheat and well as of butterfat following the de100 bushels of clover seed were horning of cows Is very temporary and
"Bacon Box" Furniture.
The ordinary crew was Insignificant.
thrashed.
On the other hand, the
"Bacon box stuff" Is the contemptu
made up of five men, with teams and worry, pain and cruelty often Inflicted
deal
ous description by second-hanwagons to haul bundles; two men, by cattle upon their mates before beers
for much of the new furniture now
wagon beds to haul ing deprived of their horns Is much
with
being hastily manufactured. Such Is
grain three miles ; one man to manage more to be considered, and not Infrethe shortage of timber and the de
Bundle
help.
to
boy
vala
the outfit, and
quently results in the death of a
mand for furniture that packing cases,
wagons were used to replace two or uable animal.
A neighbor on an adthree field pitchers, while the use of joining farm to that owned by the sugar boxes, etc., supply the material
a gas engine also dispenses with the writer a few years ago lost two good for bedroom suites.
One dealer confided to the writer
water boy. The engineer has time to milch cows In one winter through their
In two
help considerably about the separator. being disemboweled by the horns of that he had been offered suites
differasked
the
he
When
grades.
was
outfit
this
out
exercise.
while
small
force
barnyard mates
for
With this
two
the
between
the
quality
ence
in
eleImto
the
He dehorned his entire herd almost
able to thrash and deliver
The increased traveler replied:
vator, three miles distant, an average mediately afterward.
"Well, In the cheaper line we can't
f approximately 750 bushels of wheat safety of the animals much more than
guarantee
that names like 'Best Cured
recompensates for any loss of beauty
a day.
Hams or 'Parson Oats' won't show
sulting from the removal of horns.
Smaller Units Favored.
nn under the varnish. In the better
During the last two or three years
we guarantee the wood Is
quality
the number of thrashing outfits sold to WOOL POOL IS REORGANIZED stained right down." London Chron
farm organizations has greatly Inicle.
creased, and the tendency at present Members of Idaho Farm Bureau Save
$25,000 on Year's Clip Will Try
Is toward the formation of smaller coH. C. L. Hasn't Reached Mounts 'n'.
Experiment Again.
operative units and the purchase of .
The high cost of living makes little
small outfits. This comes from the ne
to the mountaineers down In
difference
by the United States Departpesslty for more economical use of (Prepared ment
man who
A Columbus
Tennessee.
Agriculture.)
of
tracfarm
labor and the advent of the
Members of the Gooding County made a trip through that region retor, the power of which can be well (Idaho) Farm Bureau last year pooled cently and remained over night and
utilized to run a small thrasher, 128,000 pounds of wool, which sold for through the day at the home of a
which, complete with a wind stacker, an average of 60 cents a pound. They mountaineer, was asked to pay $1 for
and weigher, costs about had been offered locally an average of his lodging and three big meals. And
pi,200. Most of the farmers' clubs are 40 cents a pound, and by means of the the head of the household wanted to
small, so that all members may get wool pool they received $25,600 over know If the charge was too much. At
their thrashing finished in about fif- tbe local price. Members have met each meal enough was set before the
teen days. All thrashing Is completed again this year and reorganized for the Columbus man to serve five ordinary
In seasonable time, so that the grain pooling of the season's ctlp, and have men. The mountaineers raise every
may be saved to best advantage.
agreed to deliver wool in good condithing they eat and do not worry about
tion to the warehouse.
Advantage of rtlngs.
the high cost of things, because there
Is little they are obliged to buy. Co
There are two general methods of
the most common In- STUDY DEMANDS OF MARKET lumbus Dispatch.
ring
volving the hiring of a thrashing outFelt and Cloth From Spun Glass.
fit, the other Its purchase.
Important Lesson for Poultry Raiser
II Sole, published at Milan, contains
Thrashing rings are beneficial InasUniform Color of Eggs la
an article on the glass Industry, In
much as the thrashing calendar in a
Most Desirable.
which It Is stated that after a series
neighborhood may be so arranged that
the work can be carried out with the (Prepared by the United States Depart- of experiments made In Venice and
Murano by Slgnor Lulgl BIsgato, felt
ment of Agriculture.)
least possible loss of time In moving
Every poultry raiser should make a and cloth made from spun glass have
from farm to farm. As a Job nears
completion the first men through, study of the market demands. A unl now been successfully produced there.
A new society, the "Vitrum," has
knowing their assignments In the next form color of eggs and flesh In poul
place, may go there Immediately and try Is desirable. A mixed flock will been formed with extensive plants
have the grain ready to thrash by the not produce uniform eggs or mint. at Naples, for the manufacture of this
time the outfit arrives and Is set up. and eggs from such a flock are not de felt and cloth for use as insulators in
storage batteries.
No time is lost either In contracting sirable for hatching.
y
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"CAN I BE
CURED?" SAYS

Fashion in Woman's Dress Jolted at the U. of I,
Fashion In woman's dress has received a severe Jolt from
Hope, author of a circular printed by the home economics depart
ment of the college of agriculture of the University of Illinois." It is full of
shocking details calculated to bear out
the assertion that "the function of
flflltillTlJ-

URBANA, ILL.

'-

THE SUFFERER!
How often have you heard that sad
cay from the victims of disease. Per
haps the disorder has cone too far for'
help, but oftener it is Just in its first
stages and the pains and aches are only
nature's first cries for help. Do not
despair. Find out the cause and give)
nature all the help you can and she
will repay you with health. Look after
the kidneys. The kidneys are the most
overworked organs of the human body,
and when they fail in their work of
filtering and throwing off the poison
that constantly accumulates in the system, everything goes wrong. GOLD
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules will
give almost immediate relief from kid-nand bladder troubles and their kindred ailments. They will free your
body from pain In short order. But be
cure to get GOLD MEDAL. Look for
the name on every box. In three sizes,
sealed packages. Money refunded U
they do not help you. Adv.

dress is not limited to protection and
modesty is very evident." "Bareback
waists," thin silk stockings, bow legs
and things really too intimate to repeat here are attacked.
But why worry? Of course the
very nice and proper thing to do Is to
agree also that women especially
Honesty buys and sella things;
young women should not doll themhonesty steals and keeps them. '
selves up beyond the point necessary
for protection from the sun and rain
and Jealous women. But somehow we can't Just brine

ey

dis-

and the eyes of men
ourselves to do It.
The only trouble with subscribing to the principle Is that this dizzy old
world Is populated with human beings. And human belnes certainly are fond
of looking at things they like to look at.
Lot one girl attire herself merely with regard to "protection and modesty"
and let her twin sister decorate herself in accordance with State street's
latest dictates. Let them both stroll across the campus of the U. of I.
We would wager the amount of the university's biennial appropriation Nothing Like Plain
ta
that 99 per cent of the university's attentlon-femlni- ne
as well as masculine-wo-uld
Put on Firm, Healthy Flesh and
be centered on the foolish assembler of fashion's wild dreams, even If
to Increase Strength, Vigor
her throat-wer- e
bare to a winter blizzard or her neck swathed In summer
and Nerve Force.
furs, rather than upon her ultramodest sister.
Judging- from the countless preparations
and treatments which are continually being- advertised for the purpose ot making
Kids They Kill;
They Let Go" thin people fleshy, developing arms, neck
and bust, and replacing ugly hollows and
angles Dy tne
s o f t curved
In the opinion of the police, Rudolph Boruda was a good man
lines of health
CniCAGO.
knew him as a nervy crook, who used a gun. Much congratulatory
beauty,
and
there are evislapping took place in the Deerlng street police station the morning after
dently thou-sand- s
Boruda was killed.
ot men
The detectives
and women
who "got" him shook hands all around.
who keenly
"Two or three more killings would
feel their excessive thingive these kid bandits something to
ness.
Thinness and
think about," the detective sergeant
weakness are
said.
often due to
A woman hurried Into the station
nerves.
Our
a little old woman with a black
need
bodies phosmore
shawl about her head.x She was weepphate than Is
ing.
In
contained
modern foods.
"Rudie" she cried, clinging to a
l clans
y
s
h
P
"GEORGIA HAMILTON,
detective's arm, "what have you done
claim there Is
nothing that will supply this deficiency
with my boy. I'm his ma." The po
so wen as tne organic pnoapnate Known
lice told her. "It's a lie," she wept. "The kids they kill, and the robbers they among druggists as
"
wnicn is inexpensive ana is soia ny momlet go. He wasn't a bad boy only eighteen he wasn't a bandit
all druggists under a guarantee of satisOver and over again she repeated It, as If trying to convince herself. At taction or money back, wy feeding ins
nerves directly and bv supplying the body last she went crying down the alley toward home.
cells with the necessary phosphoric food
On the rickety steps of the Boruda home at 2860 Keeley street were elements,
should produce
welcome transformation In the appear
Rudle's three weeping sisters. The mother silently took her place among them. aance;
the increase In weight frequently
"He was a swell kid," sighed a blowsy woman neighbor, who had come being astonishing.
increase in weight also carries witn it
over to condole. "It's a shame the way them cops kill people."
a general Improvement In the health.
"He wasn't a bandit," screamed the mother. "He's my boy I know. Nervousness, sleeplessness and lack ot
energy,
nearly always accompany
Why, when he was getting $15 a week at the machine shop he used to give excessivewhich
thinness, should soon disappear,
eyes
to brighten,-an- d
ought
pale
dull
me every peuny of it. Didn't he take me to all the socials at the society?
cheeks glow with the bloom of perfect
"
Is a kid like that a bandit? He was only a kid Just eighteen
Georgia
was
who
Miss
Hamilton,
health.
ones thin and frail, reporting her own
He was driving a experience,
,j .Boruda was shot by Detectives, Byrnes and Mulcahey.
has
writes:
stolen automobile and answered an order to stop with a pistol shot. 'He kept brought about a magic transformation
with me. I gained IS pounds and never
on firing until killed.
before felt so well."
Is
CAUTION: Although
unsurpassed for relieving nervousness,
and general weakness. It
Woman Kidnaper sleeplessness
Doors of
Open
should not. owing to Its tendency to In
crease weight, be used by anyone who
does not desire to put on nesh.
The state penitentiary's doors have swung open for Helen
PITTSBURGH. Boyle,
the Chicago woman convicted ten years ago In Mercer
county and sentenced to serve 25 years for complicity In the kidnaping of
Billy, the son of Attorney James P.
Whltla, Sharon, Pa., who was spirited
away from school on March 18, 1908,
and held for $10,000 ransom.
The
S
case attracted nation-wid- e
attention.
James Boyle, the woman's husband, Is
Millions of people suffer year after year
serving a Ufe sentence.
from ailments affecting practically every
The state board of pardons acted fitrt of the body, never dreaming that their
can be traced directly to acid- favorably upon the prison board's stomach. Here
Is the reason: poor dlfeitlon
recommendation that she be paroled. means poor nourishment of the different
organs and tissues of the body. The blood Is
A fight to release Mrs. Boyle began impoverished becomes weak, thin, sluttish.
several years ago and was based on Aliments of many kinds spring from such
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father died
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the feebleness of her parents. Her
Her mother is now eighty. There was bitter

broken-hearte-

opposition from Attorney Whltla.
Helen Boyle leaves with no mark of prison upon her. Ten years of confinement have treated her lightly. An Indomitable determination that she
"would nQl weaken" has saved her the physical ravages of a penitentiary sentence.
and only
There is not a sliver thread In her hair she Is now twenty-nin- e
a few lines under her lustrous eyes. She left prison regretting, she says, the
"youthful mistake" that landed her behind tbe bars with a husband 15 years
her senior.
Although confinement failed to etlfle her spirit, the years have rested
heavily on Jimmy Boyle. The toll of confinement has given him a seamed

face and snowwhlte hair.
She says Jimmy Boyle's wife Helen Is dead. Helen McDermott Is left
and wants to forget.

"East

Lynne"

Stuff in the Country and the City

Our story opens on a fair summer's day In the sylvan
e
farm of
miles east of Avon, 111. the
C. B. Eshelman. It Is the dinner hour. Wearily, from the farmhouse back
door a woman in gingham dress walks to the hickory pole Just off the barnyard, at the top of which Is suspended
a belL
She pulls the rope once,
twice, thrice. And as the clarion
summons sounds Farmer Eshelman
and his husky hands may be seen
leaving the fields for the noonday repast Mrs. Eshelman has prepared.
Now then:
James Raywatt of
forty-fivGalesburg
a
handsome,
bachelor happened to own the 160
acres just south of the Eshelman farm.
Get the setting: Lonesome fanner's wife drudgery, no respite from
dally routine; resigned, no doubt, but dreaming as women will. Along
comes city feller; sympathetic, chivalrous. Wowle. Now for the "East Lynne"
stuff:
"Jim" had no one to cook for him, so he boarded at Charley's house-Cha- rley
Is Mr. Eshelman.
Charley was intent on making this year's crop yield a goodly profit, so
he didn't observe the budding romance until his wife her name's Rose disappeared, as did Jim. Charley also says $1,000 disappeared from a cupboard.
Charley and Reed F. Cutler, state's attorney of Fulton county, went to
Chicago. Tbey were sleuthing on Mich. Boul. near Monroe when Charley
stopped the traffic with:
"There's that gal, there's that gal. There's Big Jim with her. She's all
dressed up."
"I don't wanta go back. I won't go back. There wa'n't no spice of
romance In your life," screamed Rose.
"Police, police!" yelled Reed, and East Lynne was transferred to the
central detail station.
GALESBURG,

lumBiliousness, rheumatism,
conditions.
bago, sciatica, general weakness, loss of
power and enerty, headache.
Insomnia,
nervousness, mental depression even more
eerlous ailments such as catarrh and eancer
of the stomach. Intestinal ulcers, clrrhoals
of the liver, heart trouble all of these can
often be traced directly to
Keep a sharp lookout for the first sympIndigestion, hearttoms of
burn, belching, food repeating, that awful
painful bloat after eating, and sour, sassy
stomach. EATONIC. the wonderful modern
Is guaranteed to
remedy for
bring quick relief from these stomach missay
they
never dreamed
eries. Thousands
anything could bring such speedy relief
that
-so
feel
much better In
and make them
every wsv. Try EATONIC and you, too,
will be just as enthuslastto In Its praise.
Make your Ufe worth living no aches or
no mors of
pains no blues or melancholy
that tired, listless feeling. Be well and
strong. Get back your physical and mental
punch; your vim, vigor and vitality. Tou
will always be weak and ailing as lout as
you have
So get rid of It now.
Take EATONIC Tablets they taste good
you eat them like a bit of candy. Tour
druggist has EATONIC it cents for a big
box. Oet a box from him today and If yo
are not satisfied he will refund your money,

ILL.
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Materials Co.
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Fast Swjmtr.r.
The fastest Csli is said to be tho dot'
phin, which can swim short di
tnnccs at the rate of 25 miles an hour,

Spanish-America- n

ACüübTl?, 191!.

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
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Fresh Milk Cows for Sale,
0. A. Butler
quire o- fRoute
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Almost a Panacea.
V,,, '
Apples nre useful in nervous dyspep
sia, they are nutritious, medicinal, and
vitalizing, they ntd digestion, clear the
voice,' correct the acidity of tke stoni-acare valuable in rheumatism,

.1

XL.

:

-

Journal.
Faint Praise.
Ppealdng of doubtful compliment
a subscriber writes: "I wish to offel
the following as one of the best exam-pie- s
I have ever seen. An accomplished musician was invited by a friend
to n church service in order to heat
the chorus choir render a special seThe friend, highly pleased
lection.
with the rendition, was awaiting with
much interest her companion's verdict,
It came thus, in a whisper: 'They
Elt well.'" From the Outlook.

1.1

Mrs. Myra

ÜRESHIN

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
I

r

ral

f - (:

i'Jt

V

4

4th Sunday of each month at

869

11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p.' m.

First Sunday each Month at

J. B. LUSK
Attorney

at

MILLS

Law

3rd Sunday

to me
NEW

Methodist Episcopal Church

MEXICO

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regalar Services as follows:
st Sunday at Newton School

El Dorado Hotel

-

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
.

uik.'

V-1- "

Will find this

Land-Seeker-

s

the right place.

CI osing
,:

I

Anient Union.
The Cutlers' company of Sheffield,
England, was incorporated by act of
parliament in iKli and invested with
powers "for (he good order and gov,
ernment of makers of knives,
shears, sickles and other cutlery
wares."

0 lit

Sale

red

FumifchingE-th- ey

Suits carefully

The following described
property.
1 Upright Piano, good as
new, 2 cabinet Phono-graph1 small Phon-grapHousehold Goods
of every description.

are right in

measured-fi- t

the surnmtr.
Mr. and Mr. C. Briskel are
the proud parents of a girl baby,

Roy Trading Company
"A pleasant piece (o trade"

For prices or terms call at store
or residence.

F. A. S argent

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,

Gunn, Superintedent.

P. L.

'

Also including my stock
of Watches, Clocks and
Jewelery.

entertained

Pastor

J. M. WILSON,

h,

Jv::YounorOM

11

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11am and 7:30 p m

y

s,

Man s HA l

Christian
a m and 7:30 p m

at Roy

3rd Sunday
Church
v.

and 7:30 p m.

11am

i

scis-ors-

Tourists and

,.'.,.

at, 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

0. W. Hearn, Pastor.

Prompt end Careful Attention
Given nil Business Entrusted
ROY

3,

p.m.

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

OF.

way-Tailo-

VIEW

PLEASANT

NEW SHI PMENT

every

DeFrees, Sec'y

Communion service at the morning service.

J. Floersheim

Have a look'over.our Mens

O.

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to

ROY

friends Sunday ever.ing.

.

W Pi S. C. E,
Mr. F. A. SARGENT,, President

CHRISTIAN

orders with the undersigned.
Can make delivery August 1st
$1.50 per bushel cash.

r r:1""v":

Supt.

all visitors.

Those"" desiring to purchase
SeedJRye will please leave their

Miners S3 Gardeners.
The pvowlns of leeks is a favorite,
occupation of the miners of Northumberland, England. They are skillful
pardoners and yirllculraly proud of
their leeks, in the cultivation oí which
there S keen competition.

Abernathy,

G. R.

Roy Garage C. B. Stubblefield Co Prop. n

posn-ILIo-

.lav and Tell Bradley who re
cently arrived from France were
"Over There" and
were in most of the battles
to
They w?ra lucky enough
wound,
get home without a

presence is necessary.

fo

I

Remcmbsr tho Goldtn Hula.

Everybody is busy with th(
harvest t'nis weeh You can sec
fried chicken and ice cream ever)
The Bradlej
place you go.
put up their ice
rnmmunity
and have p'entyfer use curing

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M i
Your
at Christian Church.

ar

The Ro

I'erhap'i the person Kn'f living who
hasn't certain lit tie peculiarities, but
that Is no reason why some narrow-mindeindividual should lahe it upon
'herself to weave into whole cloth those
tiny, discordant ravelin:? and thee
pass on her "discovery" to anyone who
wlU listen. If the listener is a believer
in the (.oblen Kule she will not only
turn a deaf ear to such a recital, hut
dismiss her uncharitable informant as
.
Exchange.
Quickly as

Sunday School was opened
Woods, á nice crowd
attended, and r.ew officers were
elected.

Church Directory

job with least waste. They are real grain savers, and require less
attention and repairs than ordinary threshers.
cylinder) Case
& There are four sizes of the above type (20-bmachines: 28x50, 32x54, 36x58 and 40x02. Besides these we alsoi
20x28, 20x36 and 26x46.
vs
build three smaller sizes, as follows:
have
who
men
with
32x54.1
favorite
is
a
It
here
picture
a
We
large farms, or who do custom" threshing, n It has big capacity,
is easy running, very accessible andj3 builttostand many years
of heavy work.
Let us show you wherein JSase threshers are better

Political Corruptioii.
Corruption in political life is really
(skepticism. It is a distrust, a disuse
which has lasted so long Hint it has
grown into disbelief of political principles, of the first fundamental truths
of the sacredness of government and
the necessity of righteousness. Phillips Erool;?.

Bradley

Case thresh- -

ers not only do the work quickly, but they do it well. A clean

Seed Rye

Insects aid Forest Fires.
Insects ciiuse the destruction of
morn timber that would otherwise ho
nvnihible for Imildim; purposes 1h;in
do forest fires, according to Investigations made by the bureau of entomolPeoples Homo
ogy at Washington.

and liver troubles.

line of steel built

The Fall Amendment, offered mans called it rosa a form adhered
to In Italian, rortucue.se, Spanish and
in the Senate is another proof of
Russian. In Polish it is roza; in
the mistake New Mexico made Dutch, roos; in Swedish, ros, and In
when she sent him back to French, German and Danish, rose.
Washington. We doubt if Fall
himself would have offered such
he
had
criminal suggestion
be
would
for
it
a minute
thought
passed.
-

h,

enviable reputation that the Case
THAT IS thehave
built ud during the past 77 years.

.

ly among different nations.

7

íMOSTíWÓRKTDítTHE i LEAST TIME

a

'
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Farm for Sale

0

Aspgren

nr. i

t

210 acres, a mile and a quarter
The Hudspeth charges go unanswered by the State Land from Roy. 14 acres beans planted
Office save that it says in a Pasture leased all goes for $11.50
general way that it will do as per acre. Enquire of Faustin De
it dampleases, and can get by Laney at Jno. Schneider farm
Roy. N, M,
with it.
Pankey
sell
the
Has also stono on ground for a
It claims it will
controverlarge house. Water at 20 feet at
tract over which the
sy arouse, section by section, a many places. Buy it before July
plan never before adopted by 20th, $11.00 an acre!
the office and one which only
this expose made them do this
STRAYED: One brown 2 yr.
time.
The Republican press can ac- old Colt, Blase face, 2 white hind
cuse and explain till they are feet, stallion, not branded.
Liberal reward.
black in the face, it dont change
Thomas McGrath,
Land
except
the
things a bit
that
Mills New Mexico.
Office and the Lieutenant Gover
nor dont dare put this graft
across as the apparent conseRye Seed for Sale,
quences are too great, We re- E, M, Dukeminier, 3 miles north,
peat, why shouldnt á smá!; of Mofax Church, Mills,N. M.
capitalist use the club he has in
himseli
his hands to defend
The Name Rose.
from the big land grabber?
The name "rose" varies only slight

Mrs.

Car.jírccs Natural fias.
One of the disadvantages of natu
ral fras localities Is thai the filtered paa
has practically no odor and leakages
Gas his
are, therefore, undetected.
been discovered to be nearly always
present in buildings fronting on asphalted streets:.

fi'

Per Yer

s

postofllee in Roy, New Mexico.

,

nj

V

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and '10 am.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev.

Fr. Felix Vaciion,
Priest in charge,

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A, M.
no.

LODGE

ACACIA

03

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of monlh
F. R. Brown, W.
Ikvin Ogden, Secy.

M.

All Masons welcome.

I. O. 0.$F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46.
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always welcome.
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
Wm, G.

Rebekah

Johnson, Sec'y-

-

Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra 0. Derees. N. G.1
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.
Visiting1

Sisters welcome

-

THE

Plumlee Hospital

NOTICE OF CONTEST

New Mexico.
Eyes TeSteu ?nq Glasses
wurrecny Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

JtOY,

Content No. (JW9,
1910.
Jul.
'
Patricio Zapato, of Mosquero, N.
M. Contest??:
You are hereby notified tha. William
A. Long who gives Mosquero, New

to

Physician in Charge.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
Class, $5.00 per month, two

FORTY-THR-

Bank
With
The

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.

.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Roy

Trust

Sixty-Thre-

Bank

at

near

Farm For

"The Bank of Helpful Service"

Health Improvement In Brazil.
Tho famous saying "Brazil is a vest;
hospital" Is in a fair way to being
Ynllnvu farar la oto mrvn,i
outlawed.
out and the government hna ruado un
Immense appropriation for supplying
quinine to the entire community. To
these uchiorements inust be added th6
labors of the Oswaldo Cruz Institute
In the realms of scientific prevention
of communicable diseases of all kinds,
Brazil-Medic-

Unwise' Giving.
.It Is a very easy thing t3 toss i
copper to a beggar on the street; it I
generally an easier thing than not
do It. Yet love Is just us often in tin
withholding. We purchase relief fron
the sympathetic feelings roused 1:
the spectacle of misery, at a copper';
cost. It ;s too cheap too cheap fo;
us, and often too dear for the beggar
If wo really loved him we voul
cither do more for him, or less.
Henry Drummond.

t

Petrarch and Laura.
Tetrarch's romance with Laura Is
one of the curiosities of literature,
lie first saw her on Good Friday, April
(!, 1Ü27.
Whether or not his devotion
to her, which inspired all "his love
poetry and set a standard for ages to
come, was- Inspired by any passion of
In fact
the heart is firmly disputed.
many believe that Petrarch and Laura
never met. That she appeared to him,
however, as the perfect woman no one
can deny after reading his Impassioned lines. Christian Science Monitor.

You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will he taken
by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will bi
cancelled thereunder without vour f urther right to be heard therein, eithei
before this office or on appeal, if yon
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication ol
this notice, as shown below, your an
swer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations o'
contest, or if you fail within that timi
to file in this office due proof that yov
have served a copy of your nnswei
on the said contestant either in per
son or by registered mail. If thi;
service is made by the delivery of i
copy of your answer to the contest
ant in person, proof of such servic
must be either the said contestant'!
written acknowledgment of his re
ceipt of tho copy, showing the date o
its receipt, or the affidavit of the per
son by whom the delivery was madi
stating when and where the copy wai
delivered; if made by registered mail
proof of such service must consist o
the affidavit of the person by whorr
the copyjvas mailed stating when am
the postoffiee to'which it was mailed
and this affidavit must be accompaniei
by the postmaster's receipt for th'

Its many safeguards for the peoples money:
It3 Capital, Surplus and Undivided profits over

Its alert Eoard of Directors
Its Conservative Policy
Are for

-

-

Department of tho Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
June. 9, 1919,
Xl
Notice is hereby given that
Randolph II. Holt, of Hueveros, N. M.

-

I

Í)I

Roy.NtwMexico.

New Mex.
NOTICE

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

-

Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commss

oner, at Solano is still on the
job and ready to do all the work
from lUnsmiprn
. , SnLino and sur- j
"
Mora, New Mexico
rounding territory. Soldier and
Complete Index to All Lands Sailors work free. Always go
and Town Property in Mora o your nearest Commissoner.
Office at my home 4 rnües S.VV.
County.
cf Soano.
--

ne LODster.
Unlike most other marine animals,
the lobster is not truly migratory in
lis habits. It remains on about the
same ground, it Is believed, from year
to year, coining into shallower water
In spring and returning to the less accessible depths in autumn.
i

9

Department of the Interior, V. S. La
Office at Glayto'.i, New Mexico.
12 1919

Notice is hereby given that
s N
Georg;! F. Koirsey of Gal-ewho, on Dec. 15, 1913 made II. E. no
who on Oct 18. 1915 made II. E. Nr
SWJ-S-ESec.
011071, for NWi-NK- i
Twp. 2iN. 021011 for SJ Sec 33 T 17N R 31 E
Sec. 27,
and
V. M. P. Meridian, has file
N. M.
liangeSOK,
P. M., has filed notice of intention te mtiee of intention to make final thre
proof, to establish claim to th
make three year proof, to establish
and above described, before F. 11
claim to the land above described, be
Commissioner,
at hi
1'.
fore Register and Receiver at C'ayton,
Ntw Mexico, on August, 12 l!!9 office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
lit'i day of Aug 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Johr, Gallagher
John Buca
C .L. KeirseJ"
John Marsh
Pedro Tixier
Rafael Tixier
Arthur Hamb
Robert
of Biieyero-'- , Now Mexico.
all of Gallegos N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
7" I7 v.
FAZ VALVERDR,
Register.
Register

Solano.N.M-

.Mi-fe-

s

NOTICE
'

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

s'

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Lane
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Depar'tmeut of the Interior, I!. R. Lam
June 9, 1919
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Jul 12, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given thai
Mamie E. iVardell, formerly Mamie E
Cckliron, of Roy. N.M. who, cn June Geoiire H. Jordan, of Mills, N. M
who on, May 8. 1915. add'l Sept 1
no. 022344 for
19, 1910, rr.ad-.- - H-1918 made II.
E's. No, 020000 ar.
;
and
024375 for Ni Sec.l2'and SW1 Seel
S"C 29 Twp. 20N, Rng. 28E.
M 1U. P. M.. has filed notice of T. 22 N R. 25 E
Year Proof
V. M. T. Morid
intention to make-Thre- e
tn establish claim to the land above ian. has tiled notice or intention t
described before F. H. Foster, U. S. make, three year proof, to ostablf
J

Commissioner, at Roy, New. Mexico,
on August C tli, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C V Coldiron
Pat Ledoux
J G Cambrel
W T Cvídipon
G
7
ill of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

3E

3 E

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop
Horse Shoeing; Repair Work
J. D. VVÁDE, Mechanician.
Lathes, Di ills, Saws, Planers and

GeneraJ Blacksmithing;
Wood-Wo- rk

;

Power Machinery,
every kind of Power Equipment.

Garage

.

Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge
Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
Welding-- ,
Repair Work,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Oxy-Acetyle-

Re-bor-

We handle all
at List Pric- e- Made
in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.
FORD-PART-

S

The famous "MILLER'' and "DREADNAUGIIV
U TIRES and Tubes, 5000 - mile guarantee.

Register.

NOTICE

Claimant names as witnesses: W. E." Cait
C. Metcalf
Harrv Brocknun
ScitT
20
al! cf Mills, N. M,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

tr

-

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lar.d
June 9 1919 ,'
Office at Clayton, Iew Mexico,
that
iriven
Is
herebv
Knt'm
' Jul 19, 1919
on
NuiTrujillo. of Roy, N.M., who,
Notice is hereby given that
.
no. 019314 for
April 2G, 1915 made
Isa c Smith, Jr. of BceyerOs,
William
10
i
and
Ni SEJ; SEi SE1: See.
on Sept 1st, 1919 made H.
who
N.
M.
Sec. 15 Twp.l9N. Fng. 2íE. N.M.
Sec. 12
E, No. 0253GS for NWl-NWP.M. has
Sec. 1 T. 20 R.
NWi
SWJ
filed notice of intention to make Final
30 E. N.
Three Year Proof to establish claim
M., has filed notice cf inknlioi to
to the land above described, before
make Final Commutation Prof to esat
Commissioner,
S.
U.
F. II. Foster,
above detablish claim to the
on
office at Roy, N. M.,
scribed, before Charles P Talbot, U. S.
19!9,
August 4,
Cnmmissinnpr. at his office atClaimant names as witnesses:
Clavt n N. M. on the 19th day of Aug
Sandoval
Roman
Julian Sandoval
1919.
Jose Leor. Romero Juan D. Romero
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Tixier
A. C. Eeller
All of Roy,' New Mexico.
7 26
Rafiel Tixier
PAZ VALVERDE,
Alhert Reller :
Register all of Buey ti os, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
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Reasonable Rates.

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.
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Fairview Pharmacy
Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals.
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nize it oiilcially. Major General Dlck-nia- n
of the Third division gave a particularly strong cltytion of the nnits
attached to that division, consisting of
thirty-foumen and six women,
A later commendation of tho same
anits was ordered by Major General
Howse.
Major General Henry T. Allen of the
Ninetieth division In r letter to the
Divisional Y. M. C. A. secretary said:
"Two secretarles, F. A. Dawes and B.
F. Ford, actually went over the top
with the assaulting battalions and carried on their work In the midst of
the severest losses."
The Y. M. ('. A. lienor roll of those
who gave up their lives while helping the soldiers win the war, and of
those who distinguished themselves In
this work, contains the names of the
following men from tho Southern
Dr. John II.
Military department:
Tiy-'fiAriz., awarded Croli
,
de Guerre; Thomas Nell Jefferson,
Fden, Tex., awarded Italian Croix
do Guerre; William Alsa Miller, Austin, Tex., awarded Italian Croix d
Guerre.
Cl:f--rd-
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He raircrazes

Me

Col. F.O.WHITE
Noted, Tried,

Experienced

Auct i o n e e r
f

you want

the services c an

UNHURT.

over-hoa-s

Soda Fountain,

Wi-SW-

?

SALESMAN
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you
jineteen bullet holes In his hid
Money to consult me before makUtdii't prevent one "Y" secretary
from going back to his task Just ing your SALE DATES.
as soon as the authorities would let
No Sale too Near or too h ar.
him out of the hospital. That Is tin
word received at Camp Travis by
No Sale too Large'or Small,

Ice Cream Parlor
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Proprietors,
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Ofiea!) were quick to see nnd ap-pvlai.' neritorlous work, on the part
of th.! ;; retaries and prompt to recog-
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Frank
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two

elaini to the land above described, be
fore F. II- Foster, II. S. Commissioner
it Roy, N. M., on the 18th day of Aug
1919.
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Militant OrbJ.
"Her unyielding
From a story:
glance went fiercely over the top and
mortal combat with his
grappled
domineering
sneer." Boston Transcript.
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PROTECTION

You should state in your answer th
name of the postoffiee to which yoi
desire future notices to be sent to you
PAZ VALVERDE, Register
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The Y. M. O. A. carried the Red Triangle Into the camps and trenches
Uves, a
abroad at a cost of
sacrifice proportionately
Machinery
i. great as that of the American
r.rmy, according to a statement Issued
Stock
today by the National War Work
Wind Mills
Council of the Y. M. C. A. Of these
were due to disfatalities thirty-fiv- e
Oil Stoves
,
ease, nnd the remainder to
Casing
Well
nnd
drowning
bombs,
Auto Gils
and
women,
were
these
wounds. Ten of
Wagons
trie of whom was killed by shell lire
and the other In n 11. rmau air raid.
Puiv.ps and Cylinders
l
There were nisi) Irí,v-f.vGas Pipe
These wire due princicasualties.
Cream
pally to machine g:'.:i lire, gas. shell
fire, and motor transport accident
d
Header
Good
Numerous cases of slight wounds
grssings which were nttendd at dressing stations, but were not reported to
heii(h;uarters, are not Included.
These casualties occurred rii a f'T-- e
which at no time exceeded O.Oii;) woilj-ers- ,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of whom It Is reckoned that m ire
f
were never sent to tpe
than
of the Interior, U. S. Land
front, being employed in the hundreds Department
Office
Santa I e. New Mexico
at
of huts maintained throughout the
12, 1919
training areas and the "leave arce;."
hereby
is
civen that
decoNotvo
Sixty-threwere
"V" workers
o
idow of
S. de Mare,
rated, while In all more than I'll re Mativi-'aoí Key, N M,
)
M re-- , (d
ceived otlicial recognition nr distin
an.l Oc:. 10, 16
guished service.
Thirteen of the
who, on April 1),
&
were decorated with the Croix (In
vo's.
h ire tial
t
10
Guerre,
while
Sec.
nd
Sfcl
Ki
f r
r
í áWj Stc. P, Iwp.
Of the-;other decorations.
i .d W'i NWi;
S
rvlce
ceived the Distinguished
)N :;i g 2 1
the Order of St. Siani.ai': f.
::. :i.
:! , ha:; filed no '.ice- of
" :..
O
re
d.!
Cavrdit
the Italian
.1.2 Final Ti.;e Year
thirty-eigh- t
a:
the Italian War
c:u tu w t:c land
to
Pico.,
f ''
one the French decora ion
ibovc defci'il.ed, lcto:3
Corps d'Armee. Sevm v.v.-- e.r. d Í
at his oiii o at
S.
the Croix de Oner re, and seven f
M.
July 3' th,, 919
N.
M
A
,u(d,
a
x c i:.rie:d d f
ui
other decorations,
Clniinaxt r.r.:.:c; c:
meritorious eoni.ect. r.ml tw
received honorable mention In
J..;an d I'r.ta Mi.ro ', uev,
.M.
Several units were, cited In
tin tch cs.
F.p-Ju;
n
s'as,
,' with
thr
their entirety, those
Wagcn Mu;:;r. N M.
V.
en-!fI'.
Third division being cited
G2l
than a score more reported decórale.;
FRANCISCO" DELGADO.
have not yet been eonflvmH.
Not one of lliiie men under thirty
was fit for military duty, but the citations show that th-- y carried on with
'"y yjr.z--) PIENSE
fix? same courage- and Merit that IdenOUT
A'H-vtified Americanas
!irnii;;hout the war.
SMC" P0 OF
These records shew that they weat
f",vi y
t.wwis r.',ji-oov.15
over the top uiiii ih'j arsnultie
TiifCftE
waves, that hey ::pr:sed thrinselvis
under machine gun i.ud shell lire to
CiU'f caovv.'r;
,
minister to ihe
that tl '; jnECP OMLIt-lVJ'.' o
fvvr.
1
:
worked indofailg-- Iv a
r l "ÍELEV'UCN- .- CU lUNCtNíCi
fearers, and that lin-drove
('ftl DCOÍt EÜJ.VV. (MO V V3'
rne midst of battle-tTO OOCu'iE.3
the wounded.
vjrxs
'litiwi
Others were sacrificed in the le-- a
heroic but no less necesst.ry work behind the lints.
Among these stands
SUtvriEii. LOCK twr.
nut Miss Winona Martin of Rockville
DOOR NN' OONtt
Center, I.. I., n Y. M. C. A. secretary,
who was Ihe first American woman
'n tkFtEn nnwwe "Then I
killed In the war. Sh was killed by
VNU. Q.OV1 fHEtA S
n bomb during a German
air raid,
OF OURSNRE
UL
(it.d lief death made a' deep Impression
ensn To sfMrx, e.u-- f
On American minds.
TWEN NNrt MO VMM
Miss Martin had been In'Paris only
OF
;i month,
hut had already done valuable work In stimulating an Interest
iir.iong the soldiers In the Y. II, C. A.
tn Paris.
Miss Marlon G. Crnndell of Ala- oioda, Cal., killed by shell fire nenr
Chalons March 23, 191S. was another
(f the w men sacrificed in helping the
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fifty-thre-
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at a Bargain
P. & O. Farm
Implements,
Farm Wagons &
beds, stock tanks

Sacrifice Proportionately
at Great as That of Army
Decorated.

Savings

week.

Closing Out

SERVICE OVERSEAS

Pays

Stove Store

Tin shop,

WOMEN, DIE líl "Y"
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Mexico, as his Postofllcj adu'ress, did,
on June 7ih. 1019, tile in this office his
du!y corroborated application to con
lessons per,
test and secure the cancellation of j our
Lessons by Appointment
noroestead entry, Serial number 021E9
my residence
Judge rwde Aug, 21, 191H,
home.
forKJ NV, Sec 23 T. 18N P.. 29 E
N. M. P. M. and m grounds for his
contest he alleges that you have been
Rent
alsent from the land and the eommun-itin which it u situated from thf
320 acres well improved, good
time
of making said filing down to and
well, 58 acres under cultivation.
including the present time ard that
Immediate possesion given, your whereabouts are urknown to
wheat crop to harvest and thresh contestant or to any one" he Tins inquired of in the community.
on shares, inquire at the S--

Baum Bros

MEN; TEM

EE

and

Ices

Kinkead of "X" 73, from SerIlockersmllh of the U.S.
Marine corps, who fit the time of writing was at Melbnch, Gerninny, near
Coblenz. Sergeant Ilockersmllh tays
abot'it this secretary:
"We have a dandy 'Y secretary
with us, who has Just returned from
the hospital. When they were In action he was a stretcher bearer. Consequently he went to the hospital with
some nineteen bullet holes In him, but
since returning he Is as active as
M. IX

geant

KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

News Stand,
A

COMFLETE

CIElAÍrJtii.

FILMS

DAILY PAPERS

UNE OF

AND

SUPPLIES

MAGAZINES

Articles.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY,

Eoy, N. Mex.

ever."

A. G.

Ycu can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
Office.. .Roy
n
New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

REFERENCES:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
Roy, N. M.
Citizens State Bank,
Mills, N. M
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Instead I took Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound
and Was Cured.

fly RUPERT HUGHES
XIX

CHAPTER

Continued.
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"What they used to call the decent thing we call Indecent. You said
yourself that marriage without love
was horrible. And It Is; It's all quarrel and nagging and deceit If people
are faithful to each other morally
they seem to quarrel all the more.
Loug ago I vowed Td never marry,
and I don't Intend to. I don't want to
marry you. But I want your life."
"Mr. Duanel Really, this is outrageous."
"No, It isn't I Hush and listen,
honey Miss Kip Daphne whatever
you'll let me call you. I told you I
was stark, starving, crazy mad about
you When I think of you looking for

She Was More Afraid of Him Now
Than Ever.
work, Uvlug la that awful spare room
of those awful Chivvlses when I
tbiiú of you going from place to place
at the mercy of such men as you're
sure to meet when I think of you
waiting for poor Wimburn to get out
of the poorhouse, I want to grab you
In my arms and. run away with you.
It breaks my heart to se yot: in dis
tress and anxiety, for I want you to
have everything beautiful and cheerful in the world. And I can get It all
for you. Let me I Let me love you
and try to make you happy, won't
you?"
He had crowded nearer and he held
her fast against the door of the car.
His right band clung to hers; his
left slid down to her waist. He drew
her toward him, staring up beseech
ingly. He laid his cheek against her
left side like a child, the big man
pleading to the tittle woman for
mercy.

She felt sorry for him and for her
self. She regretted that cruelty was
her one unmistakable duty. She had
no right to be kind, and charity would
be a sin. She wrung her hands free
from his with slow persuasion and
shook her head pityingly.
He accepted the decision with a nod,
but before she could escape from his
arm she felt that he pressed his lips
against her Just above her heart. It
was as If he had softly driven a nail
Into it Tears flamed to her eyelids
and fell on his hands as he carried
them to his bent brow. He crossed
them on the wheel and hid his face in
them, groaning.

"Daphne i

Daphne!"

She was more afraid of him now
than ever. All the splendors he could
promise her were nothing to that prof
fur of his longing.
While she waited In a battle of Im
with
pulses, he regained
in a general clench of
resolution. "I apologize," he mumbled,
"I'm a fool to think thut you could
love me."
self-contr-

CHAPTER XX.

does him, and sacrifices a blamed
sight more. He gives up his freedom,
and if she gives up hers she's only
giving up something she doesn't know
how to use anyway."
Daphne had rarely-- found a man
who would talk to her with Duane's
frankness and if there Is anything
that Interests a woman more than an
other It Is to. hear womankind analyzed, even satirized. She was eager
for more vinegar.
"You won't be shocxed and angry?"
he asked.

"I don't think so."
"You don't know hov pleasant it

We'll get another car
there."
Wetherell came close and said:
"Did he say Mrs. Kip? I cun't see
you, but I hope you are the fascinating Mrs. Kip I met Ht Newport. Have
you forgotten me so soon?"
"I am Miss Kip," snld Daphne.
"Oh, ao sorry I I don't mean that,
either. But my Mrs. Kip was a siren
Leila was her first name. I called
her
you see. And she called
me Samson.
She was
"She " Is my brother's wife," said
Yonkers.

De-lell-

a"

Daphne.
Is

to tnlk life and love to a woman who
dor.sn't rear up and feel Insulted at
everything.
At first you gave me a
couple of
but they
don't count. And If you do hate me
a little more, why, so much the better.
When I thought you had broken with
Wimburn I said to myself, 'She's the
on girl In the world for me. I'm going to ask her to marry me.' But I
was afraid to, for I was afraid of marriage. And then I
Well, I'd better
Yes, I will. I said, 'She benot
lieves that men and Women are equal
and have equal rights, and she's go
ing to get out and hustle for herself,
like a little mnn. Maybe she could
learn to love me well enough to go
Into a partnership of hearts.' That's
what I said to myself. You mustn't
think It's because I don't want to
cleave to one woman ; it's because I
do. But I hate handcuffs.
Do you
see? And now you know what I was
dreaming of. What do you think of

It?"
The answer to his long oration was
complete silence.
Duane waited for
his answer, and, not getting it, laughed
harshly : "Well, that's that The text
number on our program will be a bal
lad entitled 'I Never Dream but I
Bump My Head. Go on! Marry Olay
Wimburn on nothing a year and live
miserably ever after."
She said nothing to this, either.
Dunne was in a wretched state of baf
flement. He put the car to Its paces,
and it ripped through space at fifty
miles an hour. Daphne had a new
terror added to the load of her
nerves. The car went bounding up a steep
Incline toward the swerve of a head
land cut In rigid silhouette by the
searchlight of. a car approaching from the other direction.
Dunne kept well to the outside of the
rond, but Just as he met the other
motor and winced In the dazzle of its
lamps, a third car trying to pass it on
the curve hurtled Into the narrow
space with a blaze like lightning sear
ing the eyes. There was a yelling and
hooting of horns and a sense of dis
aster.
Daphne bent her head and prayed
for life, but without faith. Dunce,
swung his front wheels
off the road and grazed a wall. The
rear wheels were not quick enough,
The other car smote them, crumpling
the mudguard and slicing off the rear
half-blinde-

lamp.
Daphne was thrown this way and
that, and it seemed that her spine
must have snapped In a dozen places
When she opened her eyes again the
car was standing still. Duane turned
to her with terrified questions, and
his hands visited her face and her
arms and shoulders. He held her
hands fust and peered Into her eyes
while she promised him that she was
not dead.
The enr that hnd bested his did not
return, but the other did, offering help
from a safe distance' till its Identity
In the light of its
was established.
lamp Duane got down and examined
his own car. Besides the damages in
the rear, it hud sustained a complete
fracture of the front axle, a twisted
fender, and a shattered headlight.
The driver or the other car came
up and Joined the" coroner's inquest.
He stared at Duane, and cried la the
s
tone of an English aristocrat,
my soul, ain't you Tom Dunne?"
Duane, blinking In the light, peered
at him-ansuld: "YopI I can't see
you, but the voice would be Weth

"Oh,-yo-

don't tell me!" Wetherell

gulped, and his abrupt silence was full
of startling implications that alarmed
Daphne, angered Duane, and threw
Wetherell Into confusion.
Duane helped Daphne to alight from
the derelict and transferred her to

the other car, where Wetherell intro
duced them to a mass of shadow
whose name, "Mrs. Bettany," meant
nothing to Daphne and everything to
Duane.
Duane arranged to hav a wrecking
crew sent out to his roadster, and
chartered a touring car and a chauffeur for the trip into New York.
He sat back with Daphne and mur
mured prayers for forgiveness because of the dangers he had carried
her Into and for the things he had
said. Daphne's nerves had been
overworked.
She had been rushed
from adventure to adventure .of soul
and body. She had been "Invited to
enter a career of gorgeous sin, and
she had been swept along the edge of
a fearful disaster.
Mrs.' Chlwls met Daphne at the
door. Her recent affection had turned
again to scorn, and she glowered at
Daphne, who crept to hef room in
hopeless acceptance of the role of ad
venturess.
Tired as she was she could not
sleep.
The clangor of the morning
called her to the window. A gray day
broke on a weary town. The problem of debt and food and new clothes
dawned again. Everything was gray
before her.
Wisdom whispered
her to take
Duane at his word and try the great
adventure. How could It brine her
to worse confusion than she found
about her now? And then tin. rom:
lng mall arrived and brought her u
large envelope addressed In a strange
hand. She opened It and took from It
a sheaf of photographs.
Her father's Image a dozen times
repeated lay before her. The untouched proofs omitted never a line,
never a wrinkle. One of the pictures
looked straight at her. She recalled
that once she had stood back of the
photographer and her father hnd
caught her eye and smiled Just as the
bulb was pressed.
She made hlra smile like that. What
be when he
would his expression
learned that she had "listened to rea
son," ceased to be his daughter, and
become Tom Duane's
She shuddered back from the word
and the thought She forgot both In
the Joy of reunion with her father.
All the philosophies and wisdoms and
luxuries were answered by the "logic
of that smile.
She lifted his pictured lips to hers
with filial eagerness and her tears
puttered ruinously on the proof. She

ill
ml m

"Gob-bles-

erell's."

"RIght-o- ;
it's me. Oh, pardon me,
you're not alone. Nobody hurt, I hope
and pray."
"No, but we're pretty far from home
and country."
"I see ! Hum-- ! Pity I couldn't get
the number of the swine that hit you.
I, rather fancy I'll have to give you a
lift what? I was out on a tangaroo
hunt, but that will wait If you don't
mind trusting yourself to bad comgnln.
pany."
"Do you really want to know?"
Dunne lowered his voice anxiously.
"I think so."
"Is it very bad?"
"Well, you couldn't hate me any
Wetherell put the mute on his voice,
more than you do, so 111 tell you.
But
"As good as yours, I'll wager.
ald to myself that I would never be let's not go Into family history. Come
the slave of any woman.
along and well take you to the next
"It's not that I am stingy about my neutral port That would be"
money, not that I wouldn't take the
"Yonkers."
greatest pleasure In pauperizing my.
"Oh, yes. I fancy those were the
eif for the woman I loved, but that Yonkers we came through a few miles
I want her to take my gifts as gifts, back Well, come along."
not as a tax or a salary. Some of
Duane was embarrassed, but he
these women think they are doing a could do nothing except take Weth
man a tremendous favor by letting erell to his car and Introduce him to
blm support them. That doesn't get Daphne. "Miss Kip," he said, 'Tve
me a little bit. I believe a man does got to present Mr. Wetherell.
He
ninn Just as much honor as she wants us to ride with him as far as
f

Dunne did not speak till miles and
miles of black road had run backward
Then he
beneath their wheels.
grumbled, "What a fool I was to
dream of such a thing!"
More miles went under before her
curiosity led her to say, faintly,
"What were you dreaming of?"
He laughed, and did not answer for
another while. Then he laughed

Copyright by Harper
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"Oh, it's you, dear!" she fluttered.
"I want you to meet Mr. Wetherell.
Mr. Wetherell, my husband."
"Ah, really I" Wetherell exclaimed,
trying to conceal his uneasiness. "This
is a bit of luckl I've heard so much
about you! Your wife does nothing
but sing your praises."
"Won't you come up?" Huid Bayard

And this was rather for his sake
than Leila's.
Leila was just informing Bayard
that the butcher bad delivered the
morning's order no farther than the
freight elevator, and instructed his
boy to send the meat up only after
the money came down.
Bayard had no money and the cha
grin of his Bltuatlon was bitter. He
snarled at Leila: "Tell the cub to take
the meat back and eat it himself.
Then I'll go over and butcher the
butcher."
Leila dismissed the boy with a
show of indignation.
Then she came back and snld, "And
now we have no meat to eat.'"
Bayard was reduced to philosophy,
the last resort of the desperate:
"Well, the vegetarians say we ought
never to ' eat meat, anyway. . We're
poor, but, my Lord! we're in grand
company.
Look at this cartoon of
Cesare's in the Sun Father Knicker
bocker turning his pockets inside out
and not a penny In them. New York
city has to borrow mfeney on short-tim- e
notes at high interest to pay its
own current bills.
"Look at Europe. All the countries
over there were stumbling along under such debt that they wondered
how they could meet the Interest on
the next pay day. And now they are
mortgaging
their
property to pay for shooting their
Mm.

faint-hearte-
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"Er thanks no, not today. I'm a
trifle late to an er appointment''
"Then Til have a word with you
here," said Bayard. "Run along,
Leila; I'll join you in a minute."
He said it pleasantly, but Leila was
terrified. The spectacle of rival bucks
locking horns In her dispute Is not al- -
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j
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me for a time but
my doctor was al
ways urging1 me to
have an operation.
My sister asked me
2t ;o try LydlaE. Fink-- i
a m's Vegetable
Compound

consenting

ff
IfI

ominously.

d

it has completely

WW

cured me and mr

work is a pleasure. I tell all my friends
who have any trouble of this kind what
Lydia E. Finkham'a Vegetable Compound has done for me.'
Nellie B.
Bwttingham, 609 CalvertonRd., Baltimore, Md.
It is only natural for any woman to
dread the thought of an operation. So
many women have been restored to
health by this famous remedy, Lydia E.
rinkham's Vegetable compound, alter
an operation baa been advised that it
will pay any woman who suffers from
such ailmenta to consider trying it before submitting to such a trying ordeal.'
ft I IPV rl V VII I CD PLACED ANTWHEUÜ
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"It's the old Thirteenth Commandment that we've all been smashing
to flinders.
And, my God! what a
punishment we're all getting! And
It's only beginning."
They sat down to a pitiful
mnidless', mirthless hardly
more than the raw turnips and cold
Leila
water of Colonel Sellers.
fetched what victual there was.
After the meal Bayard shrugged
into his overcoat and left without
kissing his wife or his sister goodby.
Daphne and Leila went out to the
kitchen, set the dishes in the pan,
and the pan under the faucet. Leila
turned on the hot water. Daphne was
glad to be at work.
"There's one good, thing about a
small meal," she chirped, "It makes
less dishes to. wash." Then, with as
much trepidation as if she had been
the accused Instead of the accuser she
faltered: "Oh, say, Leila, do you remember a man named Wetherell?"
Leila dropped a plate. She said It
was hot But other plates had been
hot.
tless,

"Wetherell? Wetherell?" she pondered, aloud, with an unconvincing
uncertainty. "I believe I do remember meeting somebody of thnt name.
English, wasn't he?"
"Very."
"Oh, yes. He was at Newport, I
think. Why?"
"Oh, nothing. I met him last night
and he thought I was you."
"How could he?" Leila gasped. "We
don't look the least alike."
"It was in the dark."
Good heavens
"In the dark!
1

Where?"
Already Leila had gained the weather gauge. Daphne had to confess her
outing with Duane, the crash of the
collision and the return to Yonkers
in Wetherell's car. Leila took advantage of the situation to Interpolate:
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Heard That Your Country
Was at War?"

together enjoyable to a civilized doe.
Leila went Into the vestibule and
watched through the glass door, expecting a combat. .She could not hear
Bayard saying:
"Mr. Wetherell, I'd thank you to pay
your attentions elsewhere."
"What's that?" Wetherell gasped at
the abrupt attack.
"Your attentions to Mrs. Kip are
very distasteful to me."
"My dear fellow, I hope you don't
Imagine for one moment thnt
Why,
your wife Is the finest little, girl in
the world !"
"That's for me to say, not you !"
"My word! this is amazing!"
"It Is, indeed. It will be more than
that If you come around again. Had
you heard that your country was at
war?"
"I had."
"Well, a big, strapping fellow like
you ought to be over there fighting for
his country Instead of looking for
trouble here."
Wetherell's panic at the domestic
situation was forgotten in the attack
on his patriotism. He drew hlmsetf
up with an unconsciously military au
tomatism and eald, "I fancy I'm doing
as much service here as I could do
over there."
"More, perhaps," Bayard sneered.
with contemptuous irony. "But that's
your business, not mine. Mrs. Kip is
my business and I don't Intend to have
her subjected to your your atten
tions. I'm trying to be neutral, but
by
Well, I've warned you. Good
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rUK rtKSUriAL HYUILNt,
Dlniolved ia water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing- - wonder for naal catarrh,
tore throat and tora yes. Economical.
SuwlaiFraa. 50c

You

Neat,
ALL FUfcS.
e) nan .omunentaJ, convenient, cheap. Lftata
all eaaon. liad of
metal, can't piil or
tm overt wiU not aoil
or injur
anythlrtf.
GoarantMd effective.
Sold by dnlrri. Of
D Of Hi A r 1Í fnO)
nreoaid. 11.26.
Judb Av., Brooklyn, N. T
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Baltimore, Md. "Nearly four veara
suffered from organic troubles, ner
vousness and bead
aches and every
month would have to
stay in bed most of
the time.
Treat
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Clear Yoiit Skin
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With Cuticura
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A spinster says n stolen kiss is bet
ter than no kiss at all.

"BAYER CROSS" ON
GENUINE

"Bayer

ASPIRIN

Tablets of Aspirin"
must be marked with the
safety "Bayer Cross." Always buy an
unbroken Bayer package which contains proper directions to safely relieve Headache, Toothache, Earache,
Neuralgia, Colds and pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost but a few"
cents at drug stores larger packages
also. Aspirin Is the trade mark of
Bayer Manufacture of Mooacetlc-acldestof Sallcyllcacld. Adv.
to-b-
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"Good heavens I How could you?
You of all people! And with Tom
Duane! What would Clay think?"
Daphne knew that she had no right
It Is easier to make a new quarrel
to reproach Leila for having known
than It is to patch an old one.
Wetherell in Newport. She hnd no
The charm of a bathroom Is its
right even to suspect that Leila had
By the use of Red Cross Bag
overstepped any of the bounds of pro- day !"
Bayard Joined Leila in the vestibule Blue, all cloths and towels retain their
priety. And still she was not convinced of Leila's innocence. She was and they went up In the elevator to whiteness until worn out. 5c.
gether. She waited till they were In
merely silenced.
The cottage is a palace to the poor.
their own apartment before she de
CHAPTER XXI.
manded an account of the conversa
'
- The next day her fears of Wetherell tion.
He told her in a rage and she flew EVERYTHING FAILED
and of Leila were rekindled. She went Into another. She divided her wrath
down to ask Bayard to help her trace between Bayard and Daphne. There
Then Mrs. Bozarth Used Doan's
Clay. Bayurd was out and Leila was was enough for both. Daphne
tried
for Kidney Trouble. Says
on the point of leaving.
She was to escape, but, being cornered, pro
Worth Weight in Gold.
klllingest
in
her
frock and ceeded to fight back, whereupon Leila
dressed
"Doon't Ridneu Pill are worth
hat and generally accoutered for con- denounced her to Bayard and told of
their weight in gold for they cured me
quest.
her ride with Duane.
after all other medicine had failed,"
"Aren't we grand!" Daphne cried.
ay- - Mr. B. Bozarth, 87 Water St.,
It was a right good fight and getting
"You look like a million dollars. well beyond the bounds
Mt. Holly, N. J. "For over three yean
of
discretion
1 was in miBery.
Where are you off to?"
when the telephone announced that
lhe pain in my back
"Going for a little spin."
Clay Wimburn was calling.
grew worse until I had
"Who with?"
Nobody imaginable would have been
to go to bed. I did
Leila hesitated a moment, then welcome In that battlefield, but Clay
nothing but toss about.
The stinging pains shot
answered, with a challenging def- seemed peculiarly 111 timed. Bayard
through my body and
Any ob- went to the telephone
iance: "With Mr. Wetherell.
my head ached and
and called
jection?"
throbbed. Mv eyes felt
down:
Daphne disapproved and felt afraid ;
as though they would
"Tell hlra we're out." ,
bulge out of my head.
but when Bayard came In unexpect"Yes, sir."
The blinding dizzy spells
edly early and asked for Leila Daphne
Evidently the telephone was taken
made me think I was
Fin. Bourta
Inevitably
said
not
she
did
and
lied
ffoine to lose mv mind.
from the hallman's hand, for Clay's
Everything would turn dark.
know where she was.
voice roared in Bayards ear:
"The kidney secretions burned, were
She tried to be casual about it, but
"I hear you, you old villain. I know
the color of coffee and passed every
Bayard caught Are at once. He was you're in, and I'm coming up. It's a
few minutes in very small amounts. I
already in a state of tindery irri- matter of life and death. I'm on my
felt all
with nervousness. I
scarcely ate anything and I lost twenty-fou-r
tability, and Daphne's efforts to re- way up now."
pounds. I felt short of breath and
assure hlra as to Leila's innocence of
It seemed decenter that Leila and my heart would palpitate. Sometimes I
any guile only angered him' the more. Daphne should disappear, since Bay
would shake all over snd become numb.
He kept leaning out of the window ard had said that they were all out
"Doan't Kidney Pills soon gave me
relief. I couldn't believe this little 60c
and staring down into the street. Fi- The women retreated to Leila's room
box had heioed me after the doctors'
Leila in Wetherell's as a good coign of audition.
nally,
expensive treatments had brought no
car wlren it approached the apart(TO BE CONTINUED.)
results. Three boxes of Doan't cured
me." Sworn to before me,
to
elevator
dashed
the
ment house, he
B. J. B. BLACK, Notary Public.
Have Much the Same Thought
and met the two at the curb.
A luxury is something we are apt
Cot Doaa't al Any Store. SOt a Baa
When Leila got out she was startled
to see him standing at her elbow. to think our neighbors cannot afford.
There was nothing for her to do but and our neighbors are apt to think
CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.
we cannot afford themselves.
mn- the Introduction
er

spot-lessnes- s.

mm
áv

Tired as She Was, Sha Could Not
Sleep.
was satisfied to be what the Jeweler
In Cleveland had called her to Clay
Wimburn "old Wes Kip's girl."
Suddenly she remembered
Weth
erell and his massages to Leila. She
felt so renewedly virtuous herself that
it seemed her duty to go down and re

buke Leila for her apparent phllan
dering at Newport. She was also cu
rlous to see how guilty Leila would
receive the news that Wetherell had
asked for her.
But she found Bayard at home for
luncheon and she was neither mad nor
mean enough to confuse Leila befar

DOAN'S WAV
POSTEH-MILBUR-

THE

CIO POTATO YIELD WILSOU GIVES
Western Canada Man Raised 600
Bushels on Two Acres.

PEACE TREATY

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ize what it was that our timely aid
accomplished alike for their morale
and their physical safety.

.The first

ac-

tion at Chateau Thierry had already
taken place. Our redoubtable soldiers
and marines had already closed the
gap the enemy had succeeded In opening for their advance upon Paris had
already turned the tide of battle back
toward the frontiers of France and
Makes Strong Plea for the Adop- begun tho rout that was to save Europe and the world. Thereafter the
tion of the Document WithGermans were to be always forced
back, back, were never to thrust sucout Changes.
cessfully forward again.
And yet
there was no confident hop.
Put New Heart Into Allies.
1,'EW C."Etl
ST
The mere sight of our men of their
vigor, of the confidence that showed
Itself In every movement of their stalAll Conferees, the President Says,
wart figures and every turn of their
Were Agreed That League of Free
swinging march, In their steady com- practicable.
A league of free nations had become
Nation Was an Absolut Neprehending eyes and easy discipline,
practical necessity.
Examine the
In the indomitable
cessity for World's Peace.
air that added atreaty
of peace, and you will find that
spirit to everything they did made
Washington,
July 10. President everyone who saw them that memo- everywhere throughout Its manifold
Wilson in presenting the peace treaty rable day realize that something had provisions Its framer have felt obliged
and the League of Nations to the sen- happened that was much more than a to turn to the League of Nations as an
ate today In an epochal session ex- mere incident In the fighting, some- Indispensable Instrumentality for the
maintenance of the" new order it has
plained to the senator' and to the thing very different from the mere arbeen their purpose to set up In the
American people his reasons for askrival of fresh troops.
ing ratification without change or resThey were recognized as crusaders, world, the world of civilized men.
That there should be a League of
ervation.
He spoke as follows :
and as their thousands swelled to millions their strength was seen to mean Nations to steady the counsels and
Gentlemen of the Senate: .
And they were fit men to maintain the peaceful understanding
The treaty of peace with Germany salvation.
was signed at Versailles on the 28th cany such a hope and make good the of the world, to make, not treaties
of June. I avail myself of the earliest assurance it forecast. Finer men never alone, but the accepted principles of
opportunity to lay the treaty before went into battle; and their officers International law as well, the actual
rule of conduct among the governyou for ratification and to inform you were worthy of them.
ments of the world, has been one of
with regard to the work of the conferIn
Comrade
Great Cause.
the agreements accepted from' the first
ence by which that treaty was formuThis is not the occasion upon which as the basis of peace with
he central
lated.
to utter a eulogy of the armies Amer- powers.
The treaty constitutes nothing less ica sent to France, but perhaps, since I
Saw Necessity for League.
than a world settlement. It would not am speaking of their mission, I may
,
be possible for me even to summarize
speak also of the pride I shared with
The statesmen of all the belligerent
of to construe Its manifold provisions
every American who saw or dealt with countries were agreed that such a
In an address which must of necessity them there. They were the sort of league
must 1e created to sustain the
be something less than a treatise. My men America would wish to be represettlements that were to be effected.
services and all the information I pos- sented by, the sort of men every AmerBut at first I think there was a feelsess will be at your disposal and at ican would wish to claim as fellow ing among some of them that, while
the disposal of your committee on countrymen and comrades In a great It must be attempted, the formation of
foreign relations at any time, either cause.
such a league was perhaps a counsel
Informally or In session, as you may
They were terrible In battle, and of perfection which practical men,
prefer; and I hope that you will not gentle and helpful out of It, remember- long experience In the world of affairs,
hesitate to make use of them.
ing the mothers and the sisters, the must agree to very cautiously and
I shall at this time, prior to your wives and the little children at home. with many misgivings.
own study of the document, attempt They were free men under arms, not
It was only as the difficult work of
only a general characterization of Its forgetting their Ideals of duty in the arranging an all
but universal adjustscope and purpose.
midst of tasks of ylolence. I am proud ment of the world's affairs advanced
to have had the privilege of being as- from day to day, from one stage of
Cognizant of Paris Move.
sociated with them and of calling myconference to another, that It became
In one sense, no doubt, there Is no self
their leader.
evident to them that what they were
need that I should report to you what
'
seeking would be little more than
Hard
at
Peace
Table.
Task
was attempted and done at Paris. You
something written upon paper, to be
And the compulsion of what they
have been dally cognizant of what was
Interpreted and applied by such methgoing on there of the problems with stood for was upon us who representods as the chances of politics might
which the peace conference had to deal ed America at the peace table. It was
make available, If they did not provide
and of the difficulty of laying down our duty to see to It that every de- a means
of common counsel which all
we
In
cision
took
part
contributed,
so
straight lines of settlement anywhere
were
obliged
to accept, a common auon a field on which the old lines of In- far as we were able to Influence it, to
thority whose decisions would be recternational relationship, and the new quiet the fears and realize the hopes ognized as
decisions which all must
alike, followed so Intricate a pattern of the peoples who had been living In
respect.
and were for the most part cut so deep that shadow, the nations that had
Skeptical Turn to League.
by historical circumstances
which come by our assistance to their freeeverydom.
duty
so the most practical, .the most
was
our
to
do
And
It
dominated action where it would have
thing that it was within our power to skeptical among them turned more
been best to Ignore or reverse them.
The cross currents of politics and of do to make the triumph of freedom and more to the league as the authorinterest must have been evident to and of right a lasting triumph In the ity through which international action
was to be secured, the authority withyou. It would be presuming In me to assurance of which men might everyout which, as they had come to see it
attempt to explain the questions which where live without fear.
It would be difficult to give assured
Difficulties) Hard to Adjust
arose or the many diverse elements
that entered Into them. I shall attempt
These were not tasks which the effect to this treaty or to any other Insomething less ambitious
than that conference looked about to find and ternational understanding upon which
and more clearly suggested by my duty went out of its way to perform. They they were to depend for the mainteto report to the congress the part It were Inseparable from the settlements nance of peace.
The most practical of the conseemed necessary for my colleagues
of peace. They were thrust upon It
and me to play as the representatives by circumstances which could not be ferees were at last the most ready
of the government of the United overlooked.
The war had created to refer to the league of nations
States.
them.
In all quarters of the world the superintendance of all Interests
That part was dictated by the role old established relationships had been which did not admit of Immediate
America has played In the war and by disturbed or broken and affairs were determination of all administrative
the expectations that had been created at loose ends, needing to be mended problems which were to require a
continuing . oversight.
What had
In the minds of the peoples with whom or united again, but could not be made
we had associated ourselves In that what they were before. They had to seemed a counsel of perfection had
great struggle.
be get right by applying some uniform come to seem a plain counsel of necesprinciple of Justice or enlightened ex- sity. The league of nations was the
Reason for Entering War.
practical statesman's hope of success
pediency. And they could not be
The United States entered the war
by
merely
In a In many of the most difficult things
prescribing
upon a different footing from every
he was attempting.
treaty what should be done.
other nation except our associates on
And it had validated Itself in the
New states were to be set up which
this side the sea. We entered it not
could not hope to live through their thought of every member of the conbecause our material Interests were
ference as something much bigger,
first period of weakness without asdirectly threatened or because any speby the great nations much greater every way than a mere
support
sured
cial treaty obligations to which we
Instrument for carrying out the prohad consented to their creation
were parties had been violated, but that
visions of a particular treaty.'- It was
won for them their Independence.
and
only because we saw the supremacy,
Future International conventions universally recognized that all the
and even the. validity, of right everywith regard to the control of water- peoples of the world demanded of the
where put in Jeopardy and free govways, with regard to Illicit traffic of conference that It should create such
ernment likely to be everywhere
many kinds, In arras or In deadly a continuing concert of free nations
by the Intolerable aggression
as would make wars of aggression
drugs, or with regard to the adjustOf a power which respected neither
ment of many varying International and spoliation, such as this that has
right nor obligation and whose very
administrative arrangements could Just ended, forever Impossible. A cry
system of government
flouted the not be assured If
the treaty were to had gone out from every home In
rights of the citizens as against the provide no permanent common Inter- every stricken land from which sons
autocratic authority of his" governors. national agency, If Its execution In and brothers and fathers had gone
And In the settlements of the peace such matters was
to be left to the forth to the great sacrifice that such
we have sought no special reparation slow and
uncertain processes of co- a sacrifice should never again be
for ourselves, but only the restoration operation by ordinary methods of neexacted.
of right and the assurance of liberty gotiation.
'
It was manifest why It had been
everywhere that the effects of the setexacted. It had been exacted because
Common Tribunal Necessary.
tlement were to be felt. We entered
If the peace conference Itself was one nation desired dominion and other
the war as the disinterested champions
to be the end of
authority nations had known no means of deof right and we interested ourselves
fense except armaments and alliances.
among
common
counsel
the govand
In the terms of the peace In no other
People Now Know Truth.
lookto
which
was
world
ernments
the
capacity.
War had lain at the heart of every
ing to enforce Justice and give pledges
Allies' Hope at Low Ebb.
of an enduring settlement, regions arrangement of Europe of every
The hopes of the nations allied like the Saar basin could not be put arrangement of the world that preagainst the central powers were at a under a temporary administrative re- ceded the war. Restive peoples had
very low ebb when our soldiers began gime which did not Involve a transfer been told that fleets and armies which
to pour across the sea. There was ev- of political sovereignty and which they tolled to sustain, meant peace;
erywhere amongst them, except In .contemplated a final determination of and they now know that they had been
their stoutest spirits, a somber fore- Its political connections by popular lied to; that fleets and armies had,
boding of disaster. The war ended In vote to be taken at a distant date; been maintained to promote national
November eight months ago, but you no free city like Danzig could be creambitions and meant war. They knew
have only to recall what was feared ated which was under elaborate Interthat no old policy meant anything else
In midsummer last, only- - four short national guaranties to accept excepbut force, force always force. .And
months before the armistice, to real tional obligations with regard to the they knew that it was intolerable.
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He Think He Did Pretty Well, but
There Were Even Larger Crop
In the Neighborhood Live
Stock Men Prosper.
As a

the yield of potatoes
on the farm of Ben Pawson of Coal-dal- e,
Alberta, was somewhat of a paying proposition. Coaldale Is in the
Medicine Eat district of Alberta. Medicine Hat is a place, pictured In the
mind of many Americans, where the
weather man holds high carnival, and
when he wants to put a little Ufe or
spirit into the people Just moves the
mercury down a, few notches.
The
rascal has thus given Medicine Bat a
rather unenviable place on the map.
Bat It Isn't half as bad as it is pictured. Anyway, Ben Pawson likes it
Last year be grew six hundred bushels of potatoes on two acres of land
that had no pedal preparation, and
only the usual precipitation, or rain,
as the less cultured would call It
When he couldn't work at his hay or
train, because of the damp mornings,
he gave them some attention. And
then evenings between supper and
chores and bedtime, he gave them some
work. Anyway his yield was six hundred bushels, and he sold the whole
lot for $285. Ben Is satisfied. Still
there were larger yields than this in
the neighborhood.
If one might epeak of bogs In the
same breath in which you speak of potatoes, there is nothing in the ethics
of literature that would create a debarment. Taking advantage of this
license It will not be out of place to
state that large potato yields are not
the only feature of Interest in this
new and interesting country. Amongst
others hogs are having a good deal of
attention. Not long ago, hogs reached
the $23.00 mark on the Calgary market
It doesn't cost much to raise a hog
and very little to bring him to a weight
of 200 pounds. Don't cost much Certainly not. But what about the man who
recently paid $350 for a Duroc Jersey
Boar? That was all right That man
knew what he was doing. He was doing what a great many other farmers
in Western Canada are doing today.
He is acting on the old "saw," that
"it costs no more to raise a good critter than a poor one." That is the reason that Western Canada is looming
large in the live stock world. The best
is none too good. The same may be
eald of horses, cattle, yes, and sheep,
too. The very best sires and dams
of the best breeds are purchased. And
while big prices are paid, it Is felt that
stock at
the demand for pure-bre- d
home and abroad will bring returns
which will warrant any reasonable
price that may be asked. Advertise1

ment

What man has done woman thinks
she can do better."
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Best

Have yon ever i topped to reason why
is that to many product! that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of light and are toon forgotten? The
reason U plainthe article did not fulfill
the pro mises of the manufacturer. Thie
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that hat real
curative value almost tells itself, at like
an endless chain system the remedy it
recommended by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it
A prominent druggist sayt "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roopreparation I have sold for many yean
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every ease it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has to large a
ale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the arte
acid which causes rheumatism.
Yon may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Addrest
Dr. Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium size bottles
for tale at all drug stores. Adv.
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Trae love is founded on the rack of
reverence.
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And using their feet more than ever before.
For all these workers the frequent use of
Allen's FootEase, the antiseptic, healing
powder to be shaken into the shoes and
increases their
sprinkled in the
efficiency and insures needed physical comfort. It takes the Friction from the Shoe,
freshens the feet, and prevents tired, aching and blistered feet. Women everywhere
re constant users of Allen's Foot-EaDon't get foot sore, get Allen's Foot-Ea'
Sold by dealers everywhere.
Adv. "
foot-bat-

se.
se.

Where there Is much light, the shadows are deepest. Goethe.
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Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and Bee that it

Snappy Swests

Bears the
. u
.
.
signature or
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
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Things that go Into the ears of
sips drop out of their mouths.

Delicious, Chewy

Chocolates

gos-

If not on sale in your
town gend 60c for
beautiful original box, .
sent you prepaid.
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Teachers in
School
Officials
can

good positions.

C AINU Y
DENVER

ASK US QUESTIONS

about anything wanted in reliable
merchandise for wear or house
use or home decoration.

We

furnish you desirable teachers.
COLORADO TEACHERS' AGENCY
Fbio Vice. Manager
4
Klttredga Bldg.
Danver, Cele.
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FACTORY SERVICE

Engines 82dPoir:3

HIGH TENSION MACNETOS
Ser-TiCall stock of Parts-Pro- mpt
U makes of Magnetos,
Generators, Motors, Batteries.

THE
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APflMRCE

ELECTRIC

Dwer. Cairn.

Far all Irrigation ParposM, In sisee far
all reealremeats. We carry a eeaaalete
ama stockmen's eappuos
una i
Call and sea a or sand (or ratal Off
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ADDRESS 18 15th BTBEKT
Sapply Hoase at the Wast"

"The Bl
CilU-lMMIiC-

4

HI
Quality the

Beit Price Right

Send for fres Catalog and Price List
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COLORADO

V

Denver. Colo.
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I

Caecho-Slovakl-

bureau

reports

that

Bela

Kun's

strength Is spreading.
Bela Kun has artillery available, but
no means of communication.
It is asserted that he has been maintaining
himself largely with allied supplies
stolen from Hoover's relief trains
which he seized.

Italian cavalry might be rushed
against Bela Kun by rail, but It Is understood the Italians would expect
compensation for Interfering with Bela
Kun, which America would not agree
to.

18th and Larimer Sts.

W

bloeki of Union Depot
-

CREAM and EGGS
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inces, and Roumanla was practically
crippled by Bela Run's refusal to permit communication through Budapest,
whence all the railway Hues radiate.
urging, the
. Under Clemenceau's
council requested Its military advisers
to Investigate Bela Kun's military
strength and the number of allied
troops which could be thrown against
him.
There are small French forces near
Vienna, and Serbian and Roumanian
forces to the southward. It is understood the allied military Intelligence
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use of Its port and exceptional relations with a state of which It was not
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plebiscites could not be provided for,
where populations were at some future date to make choice what sovereignty they would live under; no certain and uniform method of arbitration could be secured for the settlement of anticipated difficulties of final
decision, with regard to many matters
dealt with In the treaty itself; the
supervision of the task
of reparation which Germany was to
undertake to complete within the next
generation might entirely breakdown;
the reconsideration and revision of administrative arrangements and restrictions which the treaty prescribed, but
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fair If too long enforced, would be Im-
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THE 6PANISHAMERICAN.
mat in tnts disease th Htimber
white corpuscles shows little or no In1
crease above the normal. It Is possible that the laboratory Investigations
now being made through the National
Research Council and the United
States Hygienic Laboratory will furnish n more certain way In which Individual eases of this disease can bo
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